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Robert Browning1s aesthetic philosophy is 
inextricably bound up with his philosophy of art and its 
relation to the artist, to his audience and to God. 
Browning's theory of art is summarized in his "Essay on 
Shelley," in which he asserts that "the whole poet" has the 
ability to integrate the roles of the fashioner and the 
seer. Thus, while discounting the artist's power to encom¬ 
pass an "absolute vision" in his work, Browning contends 
that a true artist does bring into harmony the "raw material" 
of reality, which is the proper sphere of the maker, and the 
"spiritual comprehension" of the seer. Unity through the 
fusion of dualities is the principle of Browning's aesthetic 
theory. Understanding how this unity can be achieved is 
important in Browning's poetry written from 1833-1851.'*' 
^Thomas J. Collins, Robert Browning's Moral Aes¬ 




The art poems in Men and Women certify that by 1855 Browning 
was no longer probing for an answer to this fundamental 
problem. 
In Penrhym Chave's article, "Philosophy and Poetry," 
he states Browning's concept of the function of the artist 
in these words: 
Browning. . . believed that the poet provided that very 
truth which the philosopher sought elsewhere. The 
artist, in his eyes, had a very special mission, the 
very one in fact which the philosopher arrogated to 
himself, that of explaining the unseen in terms of the 
seen. . . He was the link between God and man, illus¬ 
trating at once divine intentions for man and human 
searchings after God.^ 
Thus, Chave presumes that Browning is the poet who has 
linked art with philosophy, the man who has evolved towards 
divinity somewhat more rapidly than his fellows and who 
3 
thereby becomes the "link between God and man." 
Other characteristics of Browning's aesthetic phi¬ 
losophy are confirmed by Boyd Litzinger, who quotes from 
Jacques Maritain's Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry: 
. . .in art as in contemplation, intellectuality at its 
peak goes beyond concept and discursive reason, and is 
achieved through a congeniality with the object, which 
love alone cannot bring about. To produce in beauty 
2In The Contemporary Review CXXX (1926), reprinted in 
Boyd Litzinger, Times Revenges : Browning's Reputation as a 
Thinker, 1889-1962 (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee 
Press, 1964), p. 89. 
3Ibid. 
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the artist must be in love with beauty. Such undevi¬ 
ating love is a supra-artistic rule—a precondition, 
not sufficient as to the ways of making, yet necessary 
as to the vital animation of art—which is presupposed 
by all the rules of art.^ 
Browning used Florentine artists to elucidate his 
views on art and life because he was familiar with the 
painters and paintings of Florence, having studied and col¬ 
lected them himself. He saw in Italy numerous examples of 
a school of painting which had never lost its close connec¬ 
tion with the antique spirit of classical art. Browning's 
aesthetic views on the Renaissance and the nineteenth 
century are thus embodied in four "art" poems that will be 
discussed in this thesis: "Old Pictures in Florence," 
"Pictor Ignotus," "Fra Lippo Lippi" and "Andrea del Sarto." 
Browning's art poems are set in the Renaissance, 
when the rebirth of the individual in society took place and 
a new emphasis on art occurred. 
A new appreciation of classical culture took effect 
(baptising much of it into Christian use), as well as the 
first conflicts of an oncoming age of science with an age of 
disbelief. It is particularly with the art of the Renais¬ 





He reflects on the nature of art by examining several 
important artists. Thus, he perceives that the art and the 
artists of the Renaissance offer an analysis of the present 
whereby future generations will comprehend the central truth 
5 
that comprises all art. 
R. G. Collingwood's definition of art as "aesthetic 
pattern in significant form" can be applied to Browning's 
poetry on painting. "Aesthetic pattern" seems to allude to 
the execution of the work of art, while "significant form" 
relates to the ontology of the work of art. The form of art 
refers to its location in the field of reality, and the work 
of art itself partakes of the nature of God, whose chief 
characteristic is being. In giving the work of art its form, 
the artist is essentially the creator, and it is in this 
activity that his work is analogous to the activity of God.6 
To make the connection between painting and theology 
clearer, Eric Gill, in his Christianity and Painting, com¬ 
ments that "man by his free will is capable of original 
creation, and a work of art is such by reason of its 
original form." By "original form" (cf. Collingwood's 
^William Whitla, The Central Truth: The Incarnation 
in Robert Browning's Poetry (Toronto, Canada: The University 
of Toronto Press, 1963), p. 53. 
6Ibid., p. 54. 
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"significant form") Gill means what is "essentially a 
matter of order"; it is the shining out of Being, it is the 
7 
thing called beauty. 
Browning's examination of the nature of beauty is an 
inquiry into the meaning of life. Thus, his poems on art 
and artists could only be considered after his religious 
position had been clarified. Consequently, Browning's 
knowledge of God's self-revelation came in aesthetic form, 
and his Renaissance poems on art are the aesthetic response 
8 
that the revelation of God brought to him. 
Browning knew that aesthetic experience requires 
time, so he chose the Renaissance as a period which had long 
passed. He found there what he needed to fit his philosoph¬ 
ic interests. 
In "Pictor Ignotus" Browning writes of the aesthetic 
experience of art as art and of art as life. "Pictor 
Ignotus," published in Dramatic Romances in 1845, was the 
first of Browning's poems which dealt with his interpreta¬ 
tion of the history of Italian painting in the Renaissance 
from the fourteenth through the sixteenth centuries. 
Pictor Ignotus is an unknown painter who has lost 
the nature of Christian individuality. He has no patience 
7Ibid., p. 55. 8Ibid. 
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with his fellows who paint "each face obedient to its pas¬ 
sion's law," (1. 15) since he can do that effortlessly. 
Instead, he chooses to leave the individualized passions 
for the coming generation: 
. . .1 paint 
These endless cloisters and eternal aisles 
With the same series, Virgin, Babe and Saint. 
With the same old calm beautiful regard. . .9 
Pictor Ignotus is an artist who conforms to every detail of 
design, color, and subject which his patron required. 
Browning sees in this type of art and life the ennui ("my 
heart sinks as monotonous I paint") which can never give 
rise to living art. Pictor Ignotus paints formulaic art 
. . .to be bought and sold in the marketplace "for garniture 
and household-stuff." He chooses safe mediocrity rather 
than risking his artistic ego. Only the middle class, "the 
bourgeoisie" buy his paintings. He holds their judgment in 
such contempt. He prefers to be judged by ignorant fools, 
however, than to be judged by critics, ". . .those cold 
faces that begun to press on me and judged me." Pictor 
Ignotus is afraid to put his talent on the line. Instead, 
he sinks into obscurity, wishing he had the courage to do 
^Robert Browning,"Pictor Ignotus," in Victorian 
Poetry and Poetics, eds. Walter Houghton and Robert Stange 
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1968), p. 200. 
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otherwise. Browning stresses the lack of idealism in the 
unknown poet. 
Browning shows us, in "Pictor Ignotus" and similar 
poems, that the values shared by the new painters were 
valuable in art because they had direct reference to value 
in life. To Browning, some of the old painters in the 
Renaissance were such artists. He has tried, then,to show 
in his poems on art that the transition from the medieval to 
the modern mind, as typified in the Renaissance, was a shift 
in the patterns and values of art; for Browning, that sig¬ 
nifies a shift in the values governing his own code for 
, • • 10 living. 
"Pictor Ignotus" shows that Browning was indeed aware 
of inconsistencies in the historical process of transition, 
and the poem indicates the direction that Browning takes in 
his analysis of the historical process. Thus, "Pictor 
Ignotus" is an attempt at an initial definition of the dif¬ 
ference between the medieval and the modern spirit. 
Ten years after Browning's first poems on art ap¬ 
peared, Men and Women was published. It includes "Old 
Pictures in Florence," "Fra Lippo Lippi" and "Andrea del 
Sarto." Browning's aesthetic views on the Renaissance are 
10Whitla, The Central Truth, p. 59. 
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incorporated in these and other poems, views which shaped 
his attitude toward poetry and life throughout his literary 
career. 
In "Fra Lippo Lippi" conflicts between two views of 
life and art are portrayed by the two main characters, an 
early Italian painter and the Prior, who is of an earlier 
era. In art, the Prior wishes to represent the world as 
perfected—the image of the ideal—those things which show 
the aspirations of the soul towards God. On the other hand, 
the artist wishes to paint life as it is.1"1" 
Man's place and the artist's place are now of 
central importance in a divinely ordered natural creation. 
The new freedom of the Renaissance allows man to be the 
center of the picture, living in this world. Here, Browning 
sees the changes in intellectual climate as a motion toward 
spiritual and artistic freedom, striving from darkness to 
i ■ V.+. 12 1lght: 
. . .As one by a dark stair into a great light. 
Music and talking. 
(11. 362-3) 
The light and dark shades of the poem are hereby developed. 
At the beginning the burning torches are thrust into Fra 
Lippo's face, and this action highlights the central figure 
11 12 Ibid., p. 62. Ibid., p. 63. 
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in the dark. Then there is a casual movement towards illu¬ 
mination, both within and without, until, in the end, the 
artist cries, "No lights, no lights," (1. 390) but the 
"grey beginning," (1. 392) for the dawn of another day has 
13 
come. 
Fra Lippo himself controls time in the poem, as he 
talks from midnight until dawn. He talks briefly about the 
present, and then reminisces concerning his childhood. 
Immediately afterwards, he talks about the present again, 
and his views on men and art are clarified: 
I always see the garden and God there 
A-making man's wife: and, my lesson learned, 
The value and significance of flesh, 
I can't unlearn ten minutes afterwards. 
(11. 266-9) 
Next he foresees the future, and he questions the future of 
the artist in an age of conflicting ideologies. His con- 
14 elusion is: 
This world's no blot for us, 
Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good: 
To find its meaning is my meat and drink. 
(11. 313-15) 
"The psychological conflicts of the poem are resolved by 
this conclusion. Browning has tried to sum up an age as 
well as an individual, and a whole philosophy as well as a 
JIbid., p. 64. Ibid., p. 65. 
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personal psychology. Fra Lippo has chosen wisely in the 
kairos (i.e., a time when conditions are right for the ac¬ 
complishment of a crucial action) that was presented to him, 
and he has redeemed the time by making use of the redemption 
that was wrought at an earlier kairos. Now he is living in 
15 an aesthetic kingdom, spiritually and artistically." 
In "Andrea del Sarto," Browning chooses the terms 
"perfect" and "imperfect" to recapitulate Andrea's life and 
art. The "faultless painter" is also the faulty husband. 
Perfection in art is ironically contrasted with moral 
failure. Instead of revealing Fra Lippo's boisterous enthu¬ 
siasm for all that he touches, Andrea is quiet and passive, 
content to live his solemn life in the seclusion of Fiesole. 
Browning has chosen the evening hour of Andrea's life, 
similar to the time chosen to portray Fra Lippo, when a 
"common greyness silvers everything." 
All of us are sometimes subjected to failure or some 
type of incompleteness of opportunity. In "Andrea del Sarto," 
Browning states this fact without reserve: 
In this world, who can do a thing will not; 
And who would do it, cannot, I perceive: 
Yet the will's somewhat—somewhat, too, the power— 




In dealing with the difficulties which are thus 
raised, Browning offers his most striking message. He 
believes that acknowledged failure is a promise of future 
attainment; unfruitful preparation is a sign of the vital 
continuity of life. These two principles rest upon each 
other. Thus, imperfection is a condition of growth from 
which a contrast emerges between the works of art and living 
men, as this passage from "Old Pictures in Florence" 
illustrates :^ 
They are perfect—how else? they shall never change: 
We are faulty—why not? we have time in store. 
The artificer's hand is not arrested 
With us—we are rough-hewn, nowise polished: 
They stand for our copy, and once invested 
With all they can teach, we shall see them abolished 
'Tis a lifelong toil till our lump be leaven; 
The better 1 what's come to perfection perishes. 
(11. 123-8) 
Failure as Browning treats it comes in two ways. It 
may come from what he does not scruple to call "the corrup¬ 
tion of man's heart," or it may come from the want of neces¬ 
sary external help. The first form of failure is in various 
degrees universal. "But as long as effort is directed to 
the highest, that aim, though it is out of reach, is the 
standard of hope. The punishment of man who has fixed all 
T A 
°B. F. Westcott, On Some Points in Browning's View 
of Life (Cambridge: Folcroft Library Editions, 1972), 
p. 17 . 
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his thoughts upon earth, a punishment felt on reflection to 
be overwhelming in view of possibilities of humanity, is the 
• 17 completest gratification of desires unworthily limited." 
On the other hand, the soul which has found in success not 
rest, but a starting-point, which refuses to see in the 
first fruits of a partial victory the fullness of its right¬ 
ful triumph, has ever before it a sustaining and elevating 
. . 18 vision. 
So far, the cause of failure lies mainly in man him¬ 
self. He is fully conscious of an unfulfilled promise, and 
he trusts in God, who gave it, for fulfillment. Neverthe¬ 
less, the failure may also lie in those for whom the poet 
works and suffers. Meanwhile the work, even as it has been 
accomplished, does not perish from the earth. 
Throughout his various studies of imperfection and 
failure as signs of progress and attainment, Browning 
believes in the continuity of personal life through death. 
In such a continuity of being he also finds assurance of the 
full use of powers disciplined, but not called into play, on 
, . 19 earth. 
In "Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra Lippo Lippi," then, 
17Ibid. 18Ibid., p. 18. 19Ibid., p. 19. 
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Browning shows that beyond the limitations of man's temporal 
work is the greater sphere of spiritual growth. Imperfec¬ 
tion in art denotes a "perfection hid." Like nature, art, 
when accepted for its true aesthetic value, is not to be re- 
20 nounced, but used to perfect the soul. 
John Ruskin had popularized the doctrine of the 
imperfect in his essay "On the Nature of Gothic," from The 
Stones of Venice, written in 1853. Indeed, perhaps Browning 
partially relied on his work. Ruskin had forsaken the 
prevalent view of "art for art's sake," which was close to 
Browning's own view, recognizable in earlier poems and in 
the "Essay on Shelley." Ruskin believed that greatness in 
a work depended upon the grandeur and nobility of the ideas 
that informed it, rather than upon the technical perfection 
with which it was executed. So he wrote: "The greatest 
picture is that which conveys to the mind of the spectator 
the greatest number of the greatest ideas." Art is 
conceived as a moral activity of man in which a whole realm 
of social ideas is also concurrent, and Browning agrees 
fully with this belief in his "Essay on Shelley." Shelley's 
"perception of power and love in the absolute, and of beauty 
20 . William E. Harrold, The Variance and the Unity 
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 1973), p. 84. 
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and good in the concrete," are analogous to what Ruskin 
calls the "Theoretic Faculty" (i.e., the process by which 
the moral perception of beauty by means of contemplation 
reveals the Good Life). Art is not only an instrument for 
living more fully; it is a way to the Good Life. This is 
21 what Browning had been saying in his poetry. 
From this point, we can focus our attention on the 
second aspect of this thesis, which stresses Browning's 
epiphanic vision. The frequent use of the term "epiphanic 
vision" in this thesis should not be associated with James 
Joyce's view of the "epiphany" (i.e., the sudden realization 
that some quite ordinary incident or object encountered in 
daily experience has an intense symbolic meaning). Perhaps 
the most grandiose of the "epiphanies," that which is most 
indicative of the extent to which Joyce's imagination was 
shaped, is described in A Portrait of the Artist As A Young 
Man. In this autobiographical novel Stephen Dedalus's 
famous vision is that of a young girl gazing out into the 
sea. The beauty of this scene awakens Dedalus's senses, 
previously dulled by the strict rigors of the Catholic 
Church. He freely accepts the experience, acknowledging 
^Whitla, The Central Truth, p. 67. 
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that his place in society is as an artist, not as a Jesuit 
priest. This sudden "awakening" is an "epiphany." 
The name "Daedalus" means "cunning craftsman." In 
Greek mythology, Daedalus was the first craftsman or artist 
who made the labyrinth for King Minos at Crete. Later, when 
Minos turned against him, he made wings and escaped by fly¬ 
ing across the sea. For Joyce, this symbolizes the artist's 
flight into necessary exile. In essence, the artist for 
Joyce was both martyr and pioneer craftsman; therefore, 
Stephen in A Portrait of the Artist As A Young Man is indeed 
worthy of his name. 
Like Dedalus, the major characters in Browning's art 
poems possess some kind of vision. However, Browning calls 
it "intuitive vision," achieved through some type of personal 
spiritual experience. These experiences are of two kinds: 
the visionary, and those shaped by intuitions connected with 
ordinary experiences and events. Both are linked with God 
or some other power outside ourselves which influences and 
guides us. In this sense, one might be called a visionary. 
A visionary trusts in impulses and believes in suggestions 
that come into his mind. He acts on such assumptions, and 
his inspirations are sound. If God tells him to do 
16 
something, he does it. 
Consequently, Browning believed that the artist's 
task in creating a work of art is to raise the beholder to 
a point of vision, for the nature of the artist's task in 
creation and his use of the mediate word (analogous to the 
Incarnation) lead to his plan for a totally reoriented social 
organism. Here again, perfection in life or art means death. 
Once it is attained, there is no more moral striving for 
that which is unattained. When art strives for and reaches 
perfection in technique, there has to be a gradual decline 
of the artist’s creative power. Andrea del Sarto is aware 
of the perfection he has attained in his own craft, but he 
also knows that in greater artists "There burns a truer light 
of God." (1. 79) He puts into words the philosophy of the 
23 
imperfect, and it is his own condemnation: 
Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp, 
Or what1s a heaven for 1 
Placid and perfect with my art the worse. 
(11.97-99) 
Andrea has aspiration, but he does not have the inspiration 
which can only come from the enjoyment of the moment of 
p p 
William 0. Raymond, The Infinite Moment (Canada: 
University of Toronto Press, 1965), p. 263. 
23 
Whitla, The Central Truth, p. 68. 
17 
. . . . 24 harmony or the moment of intuitive vision. 
Browning believed, in addition, that perfection in 
art was as serious a defect as perfection in religion. 
Both tended toward sterility, and each removed meaning from 
life. Knowledge which is certain is one kind of perfection 
which is complete without the element of doubt. In art or 
life, meaning is achieved by striving for the ideal which is 
unattainable in this life, but in a moment of vision (which 
is what Andrea del Sarto lacked) the perspective is changed, 
so that one sees far into the nature of perfection, which is 
beyond this life. One sees the implications of the Incarna¬ 
tion in their eternal aspect. In that light, one sees the 
true relationship of things and people, because the moment of 
vision yields a perception of the ideal. Andrea del Sarto 
failed where Fra Lippo Lippi succeeded, and the reason is 
not in the artist, but in the man who strives for the vision. 
Grandeur of vision is not a guarantee of success in art, but 
25 it provides a suitable environment for the artist. Since 
Andrea del Sarto lacked insightful vision, his work was not 
so great as it could have been. 
On the contrary, "Old Pictures in Florence" has as 
its main symbol the Campanile of the Duomo in Florence, 
24 25 Ibid., p. 69. Ibid. 
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which was designed by Giotto. It is a symbol of the theory 
Browning was trying to express. The design of the Campanile 
is magnificent, yet it remains unfinished, which makes it 
imperfect for Browning. It stands reaching upward for that 
perfection which it cannot attain. It is the example of a 
personalized art, and it is set by Browning against essen¬ 
tially impersonal Greek art. Michaelangelo and Raphael have 
passed to the perfect life, thinks Browning as he looks at 
Florence, but Greek art has only expressed the physical 
likeness of nature without attaining to the real function 
of art. Greek art is perfect in its way, yet it is con¬ 
demned: ^ 
They are perfect—how else? they shall never change: 
We are faulty—why not? we have time in store. . . 
'Tis a life-long toil till our lump be leaven— 
The better 1 what's come to perfection perishes. 
Things learned on earth, we shall practice in heaven 
Works done least rapidly, art most cherishes. 
(11. 123-32) 
Giotto's Campanile is the example of a cherished work of art 
that has been produced slowly. It tells more in its in¬ 
complete state of man's aspirations, dreams and visions than 
the completed tower could ever do. Giotto sets forth man's 
passions in his masterpiece, because man is fascinated that 
such a work is even conceived, but is also saddened that it 
26 Ibid., p. 70. 
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is not finished. In analogy to divine creation, the in- 
completion of the work of art is like the presence of sin in 
the created universe. Still further, the work of art is in 
the highest order completed by the artistic imagination in 
the mind of the greatest artist, who gives the vision of 
completion to his beholders or readers. Again, these same 
ideas are kin to the ideas in "Fra Lippo Lippi" and "Andrea 
27 
del Sarto." 
Because Florence was still under the rule of 
Austria even as Browning wrote, it could not cultivate the 
love of truth and beauty to their fullest, but in "Old 
Pictures in Florence" and other poems Browning looks ahead 
to the time when Florence will be free. The fitting symbol 
of her freedom will be the golden Campanile. Perhaps, like 
Ruskin, Browning has connected the life of art and the life 
of the free individual in the free state. In "Old Pictures 
in Florence" art is therefore viewed as a social force, ex¬ 
pressing the desire for freedom and civil liberty. The 
artists whom Browning praises have left their individual 
mark upon the history of painting, and each artist has been 
28 free to create what he wishes to express in Florence. 
27 28 Ibid., p. 71. Ibid., p. 72. 
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In these "art" poems, Browning has expressed his 
aesthetic philosophy of painting. He has also indicated 
that the artist must possess some kind of vision (i.e., 
epiphanic vision) in order for his work to be meaningful. 
At the center of it all is the knowledge that man's life is 
limited, but that the limitations are always beyond his 
grasp. In essence, man has two choices: he may ignore per¬ 
fection, which leads to a corruption of his individuality 
and eventually to death, or he may attain the perfect in 
some limited way, as Andrea del Sarto does, whereby individ¬ 
uality will be lost and, again, death will be the result. 
Real meaning comes through the creative intuition or epiph¬ 
anic vision of the poet or artist, as the main character 
demonstrates in "Old Pictures in Florence," or in doing, 
knowing, and loving as much as possible, as exemplified in 
29 
"Fra Lippo Lippi." 
In addition to expressing Browning's important 
aesthetic philosophy, these poems also link the work of the 
poet and of God as creators. These "art" poems show further 
the artistic side of the analogy of poetry and painting with 
the creativity of God. 
29 Ibid., p. 73. 
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The following chapters will expound further Brown¬ 
ing's aesthetic philosophy and epiphanic vision in the four 
"art" poems selected for analysis and discussion. Chapter 
II will deal with "Old Pictures in Florence," which describes 
the rise of Italian art in religious paintings. The second 
poem, "Pictor Ignotus," which is Browning's initial response 
and impression to Florentine art and history, will be dis¬ 
cussed in Chapter III. Chapter IV analyzes "Andrea del 
Sarto," which is of the later Renaissance, when the artistic 
impulse began to decay and, instead of creative vitality, 
there was mechanical perfection and technical skill. Last 
is "Fra Lippo Lippi," discussed in Chapter V, which deals 
with the second period of Italian art during the Renaissance, 
with its frank acceptance of nature and its rehabilitation 
of the flesh. The conclusion will summarize Browning's 
aesthetic philosophy and epiphanic vision in relation to 
these poems. 
CHAPTER II 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF ART TO MAN'S 
IMPERFECTION 
Robert Browning has often been called an interpreter 
of the passion and aims of the artist and of the general 
ideas of art. He cultivated a concern early in life for 
Greek poetry. His residence in Italy, home of art and the 
artists, and his many poems confirm that he is part of the 
modern spirit, as well as part of our keen interest in the 
past. Thus, his deep love of art and of definite expression 
provides the basis of his aesthetic philosophy. The artis¬ 
tic way of doing things seems to him to gain more of the 
truth of things than "pure" science can ever gain. The life 
and good of things is more than knowledge, believes Browning, 
who has a cordial sense of that goodness and beauty of things 
which, in his opinion, is the real basis of art.1 
■'■James Fotheringham, Studies in the Poetry of Robert 
Browning (London: Kennikat Press, 1972), p. 330. 
22 
23 
The artistic themes of Browning's work illustrate 
another of his interests, that of the soul. There are two 
ways in which art may be regarded: aesthetic and spiritual. 
One is concerned with the works and the pleasure they give 
simply as art? the other with the light cast on man and 
man's mind by the ideas and scope of art—by the impulse 
from which art arises, and by its aims. Browning's interest 
seems to be in the latter, and his interest in art for its 
2 own sake serves his keen dramatic interest. 
In much of his poetry, Browning carries one to a 
sphere of emotions and ideas that he seeks through art— 
ideas and emotions that are not imitative and sensuous, but 
of man's own heart and mind. The soul of every true artist 
has sought, through the medium of art, to convey its intui¬ 
tions and aspirations. The higher principles and aims of 
art are spiritual ideas. Art, through these aims and ideas, 
is a true interpreter of the passions and thoughts of man. 
As a poet interpreting art, Browning has dealt 
specifically with painting and sculpture in "Old Pictures in 
Florence." Browning, who is the speaker in the poem, talks 
freely of the circumstances of his time. He gazes through 
2Ibid., p. 331. 
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the city of Florence and sees the Campanile of Giotto, which 
immediately brings thoughts to his mind of the quattrocento 
masters and of Italian art. He had been studying those 
masters for months, for it was they who carried art forward 
from the point where Greek art had stopped and, indeed, had 
failed. Greek art had expressed the life and meaning of 
man, insofar as the beauty and power of perfect forms 
animated by clear and active minds could express man. Men 
saw the serene perfection of the Olympian gods, but they 
knew they could never reach it. It put before them a god¬ 
like humanity—grace, strength, dignity, but its only lesson 
was submission to man's limits, not aspiration or effort. 
Thus, soul, portrayed through body and bodily perfection, 
as man's ideal, meant an ideal both limited and unattainable, 
and brought man's progress to an end. In harsh actuality, 
3 
the end of progress xs death-in-life for man. 
The new birth of hope and effort came when, looking 
inward, man found the related ideals of the soul and of 
spiritual humanity. It was then seen that the Greek ideal 
is inadequate as well as unattainable. In the soul was felt 
the power and promise of what is "eternal." The nature that 
has this principle as a "vision" cannot reach the serene, 
"^ibid., p. 333. 
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but demarcated, perfection of antique art and its ideals. 
Nonetheless, and for that very reason, it will pass beyond 
them and see them abolished. The new ideal requires and 
promises "eternity." The sense of imperfection and inade¬ 
quacy that belongs to life now is the result of the greatest 
ideal and the evidence of the larger attainment. What has 
come to perfection dies. We cannot find the perfect form, 
because thought and passion have grown too great for such 
4 
absolute expression. 
It is from this point of view that Browning regards 
and values the early Italian masters. Imperfect and crude 
as they were in so many ways, they went beyond Greek art be¬ 
cause they were aware of the spirit, for they first sought 
to represent man in light of that and by that to give the 
spiritual ideal. They "failed," but they took this great 
step, and their aim and truth started art on its new and 
greater course. 
After dwelling on this philosophy, Browning goes 
back to the early painters, whom he castigates for not show¬ 
ing a wiser care for their pictures by guiding them into the 
hands of those who knew their worth. He gives a list of 
these masters, with critical notes regarding their works, 
^Ibid., p. 334. 
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before talking again about Giotto. Then he returns to 
Florence and the bell tower of Giotto, and longs for the 
days when, in a free Italy, art may revive and the Campanile 
5 
will be completed. 
Many of the pictures painted by the quattrocento 
masters are masterpieces. Browning maintains that in their 
art is a revelation of spiritual power, just as Greek art 
created forms of completed beauty and strength beyond which 
nothing higher could be conceived: 
When Greek Art ran and reached the goal, 
Thus much had the world to boast in fructu— 
The truth of man, as by God first spoken. 
Which the actual generations garble, 
Was re-uttered, and Soul (which limbs betoken) 
And limbs (Soul informs) made new in marble. 
(11. 83-88) 
From this point Browning tells us of the influence 
of Greek art. Instead of attracting man to these perfect 
forms, they only made man feel his subordination, inferiority 
and imperfection. "There is the divine," said Greek art, 
"and here is the Human; each must keep its place. You may 
admire these wonderful creations, you may worship them; but 
you must remember that you can never take your place amongst 
them and become Divine." Browning says in verse xii that 
the influence of Greek art was to make man rest in an ignoble 
^Ibid., p. 335. 
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contentment with his limitations. When we regard these 
statues of gods and goddesses, with their power and ever¬ 
lasting beauty, we feel that we must be satisfied with our 
feeble strength, small scope, imperfect grace and brief 
existence 
So, you saw yourself as you wished you were, 
As you might have been, as you cannot be; 
Earth here, rebuked by Olympus there: 
And grew content in your poor degree. 
With your little power, by those statues' godhead, 
And your little scope, by their eyes full sway. 
And your little grace, by their grace embodied, 
And your little date, by their forms that stay. 
(11. 89-96) 
Then Browning tells us how impossible it was for man to rest 
in Greek art; its very finality and completeness make it in- 
7 
adequate to the needs of human nature. 
Growth came when, looking your last on them all, 
You turned your eyes inwardly one fine day 
And cries with a start—What if we so small 
Be greater and grander the while than they I 
And they perfect of lineament, perfect in stature? 
In both, of such lower types are we 
Precisely because of our wider nature; 
For time, theirs—ours, for eternity. 
To-day's brief passion limits their rage; 
It seethes with the morrow for us and more. 
They are perfect—how else? they shall never change; 
We are faulty—why not? we have time in store. 
Frank Walters, Studies in Some of Robert Browning's 
Poems (New York: Haskell House Publishers, 1972), p. 115. 
^Ibid., p. 116. 
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The artificer's hand is not arrested 
With us—we are rough-hewn, no-wise polished; 
They stand for our copy, and, once invested 
With all they can teach, we shall see them abolished. 
(11. 113-128) 
That is what Browning feels in relation to Greek 
art. It does not satisfy the infinite aspirations of the 
soul. "What's come to perfection perishes," (1. 130) but 
man never comes to perfection; therefore, he can never 
perish. Man's immortality is constituted by his sense of 
imperfection; whatever stage he gains, he still feels there 
are vaster heights to strive after. In verse six, Browning 
tells us how this sense of infinite aspiration is met in the 
8 
Christian art of these quattrocento masters: 
On which I conclude, that the early painters, 
To cries of "Greek art, what more wish you?" 
Replied, "To become now self-acquainters, 
And paint man, man, whatever the issue I 
Make new hope shine through the flesh they fray, 
New fears aggrandise the rage and tatters : 
To bring the invisible full into play! 
Let the visible go to the dogs—what matters?" 
(11. 145-152) 
With Christianity there came a new ideal. It told men that 
they were made after the power of an endless life. They 
were not to remain feeble and prostrate before a completed 
beauty, but to endeavor and aspire towards ever-widening 
8Ibid., p. 117. 
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spheres of divine perfection. That was to be the goal of 
. . 9 
the human spirit. 
Growth came, when—looking your last on them all, 
You turned your eyes inwardly one fine day. 
(11. 113-114) 
Thus, the soul, when looking inward, is found to be 
exceptionally great—greater than the finest creations of 
classic art. It also finds a power of endless growth, "a 
capacity for loftier intuitive vision," an aspiration to¬ 
wards the infinite. Thus, the statues of Greece are 
completed at last. These obscure early masters strived 
toward this new concept of divineness in nature; "it is the 
very grandeur of their conception which sometimes overpowers 
their technical skill." The technical details of their work 
were often disregarded because they were more concerned with 
the pictures arousing feelings of rapture and devotion. 
That, then, was their object:^ 
To bring the visible into play I 
Let the visible go to the dogs. . . 
(11. 151-152) 
Because of their undying dedication to the new ideal, Brown¬ 
ing "calls on us to render our homage":'*"^ 
Give these, I exhort you, their guerdon and glory 
For daring so much, before they well did it. 
Ibid., p. 118, 
10 11 
Ibid. Ibid . 
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The first of the new, in our race's story, 
Beats the last of the old, 'tis no idle quiddit, 
The worthies began a revolution, 
Which if on earth you intend to acknowledge, 
Why, honour them now! (ends my allocation) 
Now confer your degree when the folks leave college. 
(11. 153-16) 
That was the function of these forgotten artists. 
They struggled to express a truth never guessed at by the 
Greeks. In seeking the new, they never forgot the old, for 
without that old one could never have the new. Hence, we 
must remember: 
. . .That Old and New are fellows: 
A younger succeeds to an elder brother, 
Da Vincis derive in good time from Dellos . 
(11. 62-64) 
The Florentine painters gave a new initiative to the human 
spirit, which has resulted in the matchless creations of 
modern art. Their crudeness and imperfection were inspired 
by a vital principle: their pictures quickened new faith in 
the infinite power of the soul and its endowment of eternal 
12 
progress. 
In "Old Pictures in Florence," Browning shows 
further that man's vision of attaining those things that are 
often beyond his reach is a sign of the imperfection of human 
life. Browning makes the earlier age's failure to complete 
12 Ibid., p. 119. 
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the tower serve his argument of the superior interest at- 
13 
taching to the less "perfect" things of art: 
"Tis a life-long toil till our lump be leaven— 
The better! What's come to perfection perishes. 
Things learned on earth, we shall practise in 
heaven: 
Works done least rapidly, Art most cherishes. 
Thyself shalt afford the example, Giotto! 
Thy one work, not to decrease or diminish, 
Done at a stroke, was just (was it not?) "0"! 
Thy great Campanile is still to finish. 
(11. 129-136) 
After admiring the Campanile because it is not 
finished. Browning has an epiphanic vision of the achieve¬ 
ment of Italian independence and its celebration of the 
completion of the spire: 
When the hour grows ripe, and a certain dotard 
Is pitched, no parcel that needs invoicing, 
To the worse side of the Mont St. Gothard, 
We shall begin by way of rejoicing: 
None of that shooting the sky (blank cartridge), 
Nor a civic guard, all plumes and lacquer, 
Hunting Radetzky's soul like a partridge 
Over Morello with squib and cracker. 
(11. 249-256) 
Shall I be alive that morning the scaffold 
Is broken away, and the long-pent fire 
Like the golden hope of the world, unbaffled 
Springs from its sleep, and up goes the spire 
While "God and the people" plain for its motto, 
Thence the new tricolor flags at the sky? 
At least to foresee that glory of Giotto 
And Florence together, the first am Ii 
(11. 281-288) 
•^Helen Archibald Clarke, Browning's Italy: A Study of 
Italian Life and Art in Browning (New York: The Baker and 
Taylor Company, 1907), p. 222. 
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Then Browning presents a possible solution: 
There1s a fancy some lean to and others hate— 
That, when this life is ended, begins 
New work for the soul in another state, 
Where it strives and gets weary, loses 
and wins : 
Where the strong and the weak, this world's 
congeries, 
Repeat in large what they practised in small; 
Through life after life in unlimited series; 
Only the scales to be changed, that's all. 
(11. 161-168) 
Yet, I hardly know. When a soul has seen 
By the means of Evil that Good is best. 
And, through earth and its noise, what is 
heaven's serene,— 
When our faith in the same has stood 
the test— 
Why, the child grown man, you burn the rod, 
The uses of labor are surely done; 
There remaineth a rest for the people of God: 
And I have had trouble enough, for one. 
(11. 169-176) 
In other words, the quality of imperfection appeals to the 
human mind so long as it is itself in a state of imperfection, 
but, having passed to another phase of existence, with a soul 
fully developed by the lessons learned through life's imper¬ 
fections, pure delight, joy and peace will be the portion of 
the soul attuned to perfection. It will be such a state of 
exaltation as that described by Shelley in "Prometheus Un¬ 
bound . 
14 Ibid., p. 225. 
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Thus, Browning's musings over the early painters led 
him into aesthetic and philosophical ruminations, both of 
which, in spite of his praise of imperfection, bring the 
conclusion that perfection is best. At the end of "Old 
Pictures in Florence," Browning unites his aesthetic philos¬ 
ophy with the prophecy that some day Italy will be free and 
art will flourish once again. The tricolor flag of Italy 
symbolizes this freedom. The red stands for the blood of 
sacrifice, the white signifies integrity and the green 
promises a future of hope and fertility. Furthermore, the 
fifty bracci which Giotto did not live to see added to his 
bell-tower will be added at last. 
CHAPTER III 
AN UNKNOWN PAINTER'S VISION OF HIMSELF 
AND HIS ART 
Other major art poems written by Robert Browning in 
1853, "Pictor Ignotus" and "Andrea del Sarto," are illus¬ 
trative examples of the unfulfilled artist. Of their own 
volition, these men have deserted their calling. Both poems 
depict the dramatic characterization of two artists (painters) 
who both, for diametrically opposite reasons, compromise 
their art. This chapter will analyze "Pictor Ignotus" as it 
relates to Browning's aesthetic philosophy and epiphanic 
vision, particularly, its structure. Brief references will 
be made to "Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra Lippo Lippi" since 
the ideas on art of these three poems are correlated. 
The Latin title of the poem tends to indicate that 
1 
it is placed m the High Renaissance. "Pictor Ignotus" 
culminates Browning's observations of pictures in Florence, 
■^Isabel Armstrong, ed., Robert Browning (Ohio: Ohio 
University Press, 1975), p. 188. 
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and incorporates his conception of how the early painters of 
the monastic series—Virgin, Babe and Saint—might defend 
themselves to the new painters who paint expressions of con¬ 
temporary human beings. Browning's philosophy of fifteenth 
and sixteenth-century Italian painting is developed here and 
inspired later poems such as "Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra 
Lippo Lippi."2 
Little criticism is available on "Pictor Ignotus," 
for critics have often ignored this poem, since no specific 
times, places, listeners or speakers are revealed, as there 
are in "Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra Lippo Lippi." After 
reading the poem, we only know that the unknown painter's 
monologue occurs during the early sixteenth century. Where¬ 
as Andrea speaks on the balcony of his house in Fiesole and 
Lippi talks in a street in Florence, both in specific places 
we can only assume that the unknown painter's speech is 
delivered in Florence, probably in some type of monastery, 
considering the demonstrative adjective "these" in reference 
3 
to line 59: "These endless cloisters and eternal aisles." 
2 
Paul F. Jamieson, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus,' 
Florence, 15 , " in Explicator XI (November, 1952), item 8. 
^The Works of Robert Browning, ed. Sir F. G. Kenyon 
(1912, rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1966), IV, 103, reprinted 
in Michael H. Bright, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus': An Inter 
pretation," in Studies in Browning and His Circle, IV (1976) 
p. 53 . 
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Both "Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra Lippo Lippi" have 
distinct listeners: Andrea pleads with Lucrezia, his wife, 
and Lippi addresses the captain of the night watch. How¬ 
ever, Pictor Ignotus uses only the second person pronoun in 
talking to his audience. In lines 2 ("How my soul springs 
up") and 13 ("like that youth ye praise so, all I saw"), the 
use of the plural form of the pronoun "ye" seems to indicate 
that there are more than one. It is possible that the un¬ 
known painter is speaking to fellow painters. Note the use 
of the first person pronoun "our" in line 50: "These buy and 
sell our pictures." Yet it is quite consistent with his 
4 
weak nature to speak so openly and rudely to their faces. 
Likewise, the unknown painter in "Pictor Ignotus" 
does not identify the person he is talking to, as Andrea and 
Lippi do. Instead, he refers only to "That youth ye praise 
so," (line 13). According to noted critic Paul F. Jamieson, 
5 
this youth is undoubtedly the famous painter Raphael. 
Lastly, "Pictor Ignotus" is not based on a histori¬ 
cal personage like "Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra Lippo Lippi." 
The speech is simply delivered by an anonymous person, 
4Ibid., p. 54. 
5 
Jamieson, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus, i ii item 8. 
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g 
"fated to oblivion." Thus, the character is an imaginary 
one. In an article entitled "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus': 
An Interpretation," by Michael Bright, the critic asserts 
that the anonymity of the painter actually leads to the 
theme of the poem and might provide a clue to the unknown 
persons in "Pictor Ignotus." He believes, moreover, that 
failure to include more information in the poem about time, 
place, audience and allusions has probably discouraged both 
readers and critics alike. Nevertheless, some persevering 
lovers of Browning's poetry have reported on the poem's 
structure, which, according to Bright, is possibly the most 
intriguing aspect of the poem for researchers. 
According to Bright, there are three main sections 
of "Pictor Ignotus," divided by the words "if," "But" and 
7 
"Wherefore." The first part of this tripartite structure 
consists of the first forty lines, beginning: "I could have 
painted pictures like that youth's/Ye praise so." In other 
words, the painter could have painted great pictures, but 
he never did.The next section, lines 41-56 beginning: "But 
a voice changed it," explains the impossibility of the 
Bright, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus': An Interpre¬ 
tation, " p. 54. 
'Ibid., J. B. Bullen divides the poem in two at line 
forty-one. 
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painter's ever doing anything. Lastly, lines 57-72, begin¬ 
ning: "Wherefore I chose my portion," are the conclusion 
which summarizes Parts I and II. This particular section 
emphasizes the fact that the unknown painter does not paint 
for fame and fortune. He simply paints the way that he 
0 
wants to paint. Perhaps an analysis of this structure will 
clarify some misconceptions about the poem's speaker. 
The speaker's first bold claim is that he has been 
touched by the divine spark: 
To outburst on your night with all my gift 
Of fires from God. 
(11. 5-6) 
He does not blame fate for his failure to realize his poten¬ 
tial, as Andrea del Sarto does. Instead, he assumes full 
responsibility for his own faults: "Never did fate forbid 
me." (1. 4) Yet, though fate did not forbid the realization 
of his potential, Pictor Ignotus is still saddened by the 
fact that the goal could have been his and that its loss is 
indeed his own responsibility. His second point, "nor would 
my flesh have shrunk/From seconding my soul," (11. 6-7), 
convinces the reader of how Pictor Ignotus would have 
9 
sought the truth: 
®Ibid., p. 55. 
9 
Ibid., p. 56. 
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With eyes uplift 
And wide to heaven, or, straight like thunder sunk 
To the centre, of an instant. . . 
(11. 7-9) 
Furthermore, evidence in the poem indicates that the 
unknown painter could have painted in a realistic manner: 
And, like that youth ye praise so, all I saw, 
Over the canvas could my hand have flung, 
Each face obedient to its passion's law, 
Each passion clear proclaimed without a tongue; 
Whether Hope rose at once in all the blood, 
A-tiptoe for the blessing of embrace, 
Or rapture drooped the eyes, as when her brood 
Pull down the nesting dove's heart to its place; 
Or Confidence lit swift the forehead up, 
And locked the mouth fast, like a castle braved. . . 
(11. 13-22) 
The painter definitely seems to understand the principles of 
Renaissance naturalism and, like Fra Lippo Lippi, he knows 
something about the new school of painting. It is also 
evident through the painter's enthusiasm that he indeed 
yearns for fame. Thus, we can conclude that Pictor Ignotus 
is honest when he reveals that he could have rivaled "that 
youth ye praise so." However, the fact remains that the 
painter did not exercise his potential. 
The unknown painter's reason for not trying leads to 
the second misconception about his character. William Clyde 
DeVane believes that the painter is protesting against 
realism in art by defending himself "in the face of the 
great vogue for the newly more vulgar painters who depict 
40 
the expression of contemporary human beings.On the 
other hand, however, noted critic Paul F. Jamieson states 
in The Browning Handbook that the speaker is a "timid, con¬ 
ventional artist" who rationalizes his failure by speaking 
of his fear of criticism. He states further that "the at¬ 
tribution of his failure to his sensitivity to criticism is 
at best a half-truth." ^ Michael Bright agrees in part with 
Mr. Jamieson, but feels that Mr. Jamieson confuses the real 
reason with the rationalization, as lines 41-56 from 
1 ? "Pictor Ignotus" illustrate: 
But a voice changed it. Glimpses of such sights 
Have scared me, like the revels through a door 
Of some strange house of idols at its rites 1 
This world seemed not the world it was before: 
Mixed with my loving trusting ones, there trooped 
...Who summoned those cold faces that begun 
To press on me and judge me? Though I stooped 
Shrinking, as from the soldiery a nun, 
They drew me forth, and spite of me... enough! 
These buy and sell our pictures, take and give, 
Count them for garniture and household-stuff, 
And where they live needs must our pictures live 
And see their faces, listen to their prate, 
Partakers of their daily pettiness, 
°William Clyde DeVane, A Browning Handbook, 2nd ed. 
(New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1955), reprinted 
in Michael H. Bright, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus': An 
Interpretation," in Studies in Browning and His Circle, IV 
(1976), p. 57. 
■'••'■Jamieson, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus,'" item 8. 
-*-^Bright, "Browning's 'Pictor Ignotus,'" p. 58. 
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Discussed of—"This I love, or this I hate, 
This likes me more, and this affects me lessi" 
This particular section of "Pictor Ignotus" gives 
two reasons why the painter did not exercise the ability he 
boasted about in the first part. The first reason is fear, 
discussed in lines 41-49 above. There are two kinds of fear: 
fear of being too famous (11. 41-43) and fear of unfriendly 
criticism. (11. 44-47) Both fears, which might be labeled 
respectively religious and artistic, are illustrated in 
lines 47-49:^ 
Though I stooped 
Shrinking as from the soldiery a nun 
They drew me forth, and spite of me... 
enough 1 
The second reason that Pictor Ignotus gives for his 
failure to produce dynamic paintings is contempt for the 
14 
dilettanti, m lines 50-56. Michael Bright contends that 
the first reason, that of fear, is the real truth, whereas 
the second reason, that of contempt, is merely a rationaliza¬ 
tion. He supports this belief by confirming that lines 41-49 
reveal unpleasant and painful facts, indicated by the abrupt¬ 
ness and confusion of two incomplete thoughts therein. Lines 
50-56, however, signify no such mental crisis. Instead, 
•^Ibid., p. 58. 
■*-^Ibid. Lines 50-56 are found on p. 5. 
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they suggest "an attempt to convince and cover rather than 
15 
to reveal." Perhaps these lines were created specially to 
provide a preferable alternative to the truth. 
In like manner, lines 50-56 present a preferable 
alternative, in that the painter is able to consider himself 
superior to the ignorant patrons of art. According to 
Mr. Bright, contempt for the Philistines is more agreeable 
to the ego than either lack of ability or cowardice.^ 
The third part of "Pictor Ignotus," the conclusion, 
begins with line 57: "Wherefore I chose my portion." Evi¬ 
dently the conditions described in Part I are impossible 
owing to the reasons set forth in Part II. Therefore, the 
unknown painter has chosen the life depicted in Part III, 
17 
which is dreary and monotonous: 
My heart sinks as monotonous I paint 
These endless cloisters and eternal aisles 
With the same series, Virgin, Babe and Saint, 
With the same cold calm beautiful regard, 
(11. 58-61) 
The painter realizes that the life he has chosen is a poor 
second to the world of his dreams. Yet he continues to 
console himself by means of rationalization, regardless of 
18 
his "monotonous" existence: 
15Ibid., p. 59. 16Ibid. 17Ibid. 18Ibid. 
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At least no merchant traffics in my heart, 
The sanctuary's gloom at least shall ward 
Vain tongues from where my pictures stand apart. 
(11. 62-64) 
Although his paintings will never receive the praise that 
they deserve, and though they are doomed to a sterile life, 
19 
they still escape the contamination of the world: 
0 youth, men praise so,—holds their praise its worth? 
Blown harshly, keeps the trump its golden cry? 
Tastes sweet the water with such specks of earth? 
(11. 70-71) 
In these same lines (70-71) the speaker claims that 
worldly fame cannot last, for the life of retirement chosen 
by him is a permanent one, one of "endless cloisters and 
eternal aisles." (1. 59) The word "eternal" here seems to 
suggest a spiritual world beyond time. However, the word 
"monotonous" in line 58, "as monotonous I paint," suggests a 
spiritual death, rather than a spiritual life. We can con¬ 
clude, then, that the fame of the material world promises 
immortality: 
Oh thus to live, I and my picture, linked 
With love about, and praise, till life should end, 
And then not go to heaven, but linger here, 
Here on earth, earth's every man my friend. 
(11. 36-39) 
• • 20 while the spiritual world only offers decay and death: 
19. . , 
Ibid., p. 60. ^°Ibid., p. 61. 
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Only prayer breaks the silence of the shrine 
While, blackening in the daily candlesmoke, 
They moulder on the damp wall's travertine, 
'Mid echoes the light footstep never woke. 
So, die my pictures I Surely, gently diel 
Thus, his choice signifies death not only for his pictures, 
but also for himself, both as an artist and as a man, "his 
creative potential stifled by cowardice." 
Hence, the unknown painter is like Andrea del Sarto, 
in that both made the wrong decisions, sacrificing their 
artistic careers for other things which virtually leave them 
with nothing at all. Andrea neither has Lucrezia nor is 
equal to Raphael. Likewise, Pictor Ignotus has neither life 
nor artistic fame. Instead, he is a tragic example of a man 
whose potential goes unrealized because of an act of coward¬ 
ice which he must evermore rationalize. 
On the other hand, Professor Edward Berdoe, writing 
in The Browning Cyclopedia, defends Pictor Ignotus, calling 
him humble, declaring that he is like the great monastic 
painters, who, "...painted under the eye of God, looking 
upon their work as immediately inspired by His Spirit: for 
God and through God, not through men and for men, was their 
21 work done." Browning has a different thesis, though, 
21 Edward Berdoe, The Browning Cyclopedia (London: 
George Allen and Unwid Ltd., 1949), pp. 338-339. 
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pertaining to these artists (like Pictor Ignotus), whom he 
labels as subjective artists. Browning agrees that these 
men are: 
...impelled to embody the thing they perceive, 
not so much with reference to the many below as 
to the One above them, the supreme Intelligence 
which apprehends all things in their absolute 
truth,—an ultimate view ever aspired to, if 
but partially attained by the artist's own soul. 
But Browning also mentions the responsibility of the sub¬ 
jective artist during those eras when he can possibly, be¬ 
cause of his gift, be of service to his people. Browning 
writes: "Then is the opportunity for the artist of loftier 
vision, to lift his fellows, with their half-apprehensions, 
up to his own sphere, by intensifying the import of details 
. . 23 
and rounding the universal meaning." When seen in light 
of these statements, Pictor Ignotus becomes one more of 
Browning's sad, weary, unfulfilled artists, for he does not 
possess the "epiphanic vision" that Browning feels is re¬ 
quired of an artist in order to be successful. 
Actually, Browning defines a uniquely different 
aesthetic philosophy in "Pictor Ignotus," which focuses on 
22 Robert Browning, "Essay on Percy B. Shelley," in 
Victorian Poetry and Poetics, Walter Houghton and Robert 
Stange, eds. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1968), 
p. 337. 
23 Ibid., p. 339. 
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the psyche of the artist himself. This philosophy is called 
a "moral aesthetic." The unknown painter explains his 
faults as an artist as if he had made a moral choice between 
a compromising success and an honest obscurity. He makes 
the reader think that he has everything that is needed to be 
a great artist. However, he refers to such greatness as a 
24 "temptation": 
Oh, thus to live, I and my picture, linked 
With love about, and praise, till life should end, 
And then not go to heaven, but linger here, 
Here on my earth, earth's every man my friend, 
The thought grew frightful, 'twas so wildly 
dear I 
(11.36-40) 
The temptation to greatness forces him to make a moral 
choice between painting commercial pictures or obscure, 
genuine works of art. 
Thus, Pictor Ignotus implies that he is choosing to 
sacrifice the life-in-art because it is "vain." This leads 
one to believe, however, that he does not really believe in 
his choice. For example, in line 62: "At least no merchant 
traffics in my heart," Pictor Ignotus implies that life in 
the cloisters is a second best. Paul F. Jamieson concludes 
that there is no ultimate joy possible for him. Instead, 
^Robert L. Stevens, "Aestheticism in Browning's 
Early Renaissance Monologues," in Victorian Poetry, III 
(1965) , p. 21. 
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"there can only be a melancholy, nostalgic contentment made 
25 possible by his rationalization." 
We can conclude at this point that Robert Browning 
is perhaps suggesting that, although the "aesthetic sensi¬ 
bility" is not adequate to provide a meaningful life, it is 
not particularly the reverse of the meaningful life. The 
unknown painter in "Pictor Ignotus” is wrong in implying 
that good art and the meaningful life are mutually exclusive. 
Yet he has acknowledged that art, if it is a way of life, 
must be a responsible way of life. This, in essence, is 
the heart of Browning's aesthetic philosophy. 
25 26 Ibid., p. 22. Ibid. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANDREA DEL SARTO'S RATIONALIZATION AND 
ACCEPTANCE OF HIS FAILURE AS AN 
ARTIST AND A MAN 
Both Pictor Ignotus and Andrea del Sarto are 
magnificent failures. They fail to see that art is like 
life: one must persevere and strive, or one ceases to grow 
and be. Significantly, Browning never condemns these men. 
He creates them and allows them smugly to condemn themselves 
with their bits of bravado. Unlike Pictor Ignotus and 
Andrea, Fra Lippo Lippi fulfills Browning's philosophy of 
art because his work achieves meaning through the fusion of 
the flesh and the spirit. Andrea del Sarto is Browning's 
contrasting example of the extreme of artistic failure. 
Andrea is the "faultless painter," (i.e., il pittore senza 
errori) whose art represents a perfect image of flesh, but 
has no soul. Since Andrea's work is deficient in one of the 
two areas demanded by Browning for successful art, he cannot 
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capture meaning. He fails both as an artist and as a man, 
as an analysis of the poem "Andrea del Sarto" will prove. 
Andrea del Sarto was a Florentine painter who lived 
from 1486-1531, when the Italian Renaissance flourished. In 
1512 he married Lucrezia del Fede, the widow of a hatter 
named Carlo Recanati. Lucrezia was surpassingly beautiful, 
2 
but described as jealous, vixenish, and ungrateful. 
In 1518 Andrea was invited by Francis I to visit 
Fontainebleau, where he was royally entertained and highly 
honored as a great painter by the French court. When 
Lucrezia wrote to him to return to Florence, he did so, 
bringing with him a large sum of money to purchase Florentine 
paintings which he was to take back to France with him. How¬ 
ever, Andrea spent the money on a house for Lucrezia. Dis¬ 
graced, he could not return to France. He spent the remain¬ 
ing years of his life in Florence and died at the age of 
forty-three of the plague. Lucrezia, for whom he had 
sacrificed his honor and career, failed to care for him 
during his illness, fearing for her own health. 
•''Thomas J. Collins, Robert Browning's Moral Aesthetic 
Theory (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967), p. 145. 
o 
Norton B. Crowell, A Reader1s Guide to Robert 
Browning (Alburquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 
1972), p. 160. 
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Hence, Browning's poem is based on the account of 
Andrea found in Giorgio Vasari's Lives of the Painters. 
Vasari comments that Andrea would have been a much better 
artist if he could have combined with his craftsmanship some 
of the fire of genius, the determination and strength of 
will, the passion and love which characterized those artists 
like Leonardo, Michelangelo, or Raphael. From Vasari, then, 
Browning derived a basis for his philosophy of art and of the 
3 
imperfect. 
Browning's portrait of Andrea is based specifically 
on one statement in Vasari's introductory paragraph: 
Had this master possessed a somewhat bolder and more 
elevated mind, had he been as much distinguished for 
higher qualifications as he was for genius and depth 
of judgment in the art he practiced, he would beyond 
all doubt, have been without an equal. But there was 
a certain timidity of mind, a sort of diffidence and 
want of force in his nature, which rendered it impos¬ 
sible that those evidences of ardour and animation, 
which are proper to the more exalted character, should 
ever appear in him? nor did he at any time display one 
particle of that elevation which, could it have been 
added to the advantages wherewith he was endowed, 
would have rendered him a truly divine painter: where¬ 
fore the works of Andrea are wanting in those orna¬ 
ments of grandeur, richness, and force which appear so 
conspicuously in those of many other masters 
3 
William Whitla, The Central Truth: The Incarnation 
in Robert Browning's Poetry (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1967), p. 66. 
^Dougald B. McEachen, "Browning's Use of His Sources 
in 'Andrea del Sarto,'" Victorian Poetry VIII (Spring, 1970): 
64. 
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According to the Yale teacher and literary critic 
Willian Lyon Phelps, the image of Andrea del Sarto created 
by Browning is a distorted one for which Vasari is partly 
responsible, but the greater responsibility is Browning’s 
because he was unfaithful to his primary source. Phelps 
writes : 
Poor Andrea I History has treated him harshly. He is 
known throughout all time as 'the tailor's son,' and 
Browning has given him in his immortal work a condem¬ 
nation that much of his work does not really deserve. 
For there is inspiration in many of Andrea's Madonnas. 
Browning, with his fixed idea of the glory of the im¬ 
perfect, the divine evidence of perpetual development, 
could not forgive Andrea for being called the 'fault¬ 
less painter.' Thus Browning has made of him a 
horrible example, has used him merely as the text for 
a s ermon.J 
Nevertheless, in "Andrea del Sarto" Browning presents 
one of his masterly portraits of a complex and tortured soul, 
an artist whose dramatic monologue reveals a fractured 
spirit. Crowell points out that "both within the artist and 
without, there is a memorable confrontation of values and 
standards, for the poem is both a rationalization and a 
0 
confession at the same time." 
The action of the poem moves from present to past, 
from past to present, and, finally, to an imaginary future. 
5 MacEachen, "Browning's Use of His Sources," p. 64. 
^Crowell, A Reader's Guide to Robert Browning, p. 162. 
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Throughout the poem, Andrea seeks renewed self-esteem by 
recalling what he once was. Nevertheless, this knowledge 
merely makes him realize his failure both as artist and as 
lover. His only refuge is to dream of an imaginary heaven 
7 
where he will achieve fulfillment with other great artists. 
One possible theme of "Andrea del Sarto" might be 
described as the nature of art and the artist; the conflict 
arises in the artist when he does not struggle to produce 
the best work of which he is capable. He is in conflict 
with himself and the outside world. Andrea's goals have 
been unworthy of one with his extraordinary talents, and his 
failure becomes apparent. However, he tries to hide his 
failure by establishing his position among those whom he 
wishes to be his peers: Raphael, Michelangelo, and Leonardo. 
Other important themes—artistic inspiration, the imagina¬ 
tive process, and the divine nature of high art—provide the 
basis for the structure of the poem and deepen the tragic 
0 
portrait of Andrea. 
7 Boyd Litzinger and K. L. Knickerbocker, The 
Browning Critics (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 
1967), pp. 310-311. 
O 
Mario D'Avanzo, "King Francis, Lucrezia, and the 
Figurative Language of 'Andrea del Sarto,'" Texas Studies in 
Language and Literature IX (Winter, 1963): 523. 
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The meaning and order of the poem can be probed 
further by examining Browning's ideas on the artist expressed 
in his essay on Shelley. Of the two kinds of artists de¬ 
scribed, Browning has the deeper concern for the subjective 
artist: 
He, gifted like the objective poet with the fuller 
perception of nature and man, is impelled to embody 
the thing he perceives, not so much with reference to 
the many below as to the One above him, the supreme 
Intelligence which apprehends all things in their 
absolute Truth,—an ultimate view ever aspired to, if 
but partially attained, by the poet's own soul. Not 
what man sees, but what God sees,. . .Not with the 
combination of humanity in action, but with the primal 
elements of humanity he has to do; ...He does not 
paint pictures and hang them on walls, but rather 
carries them on the retina of his own eyes, to see 
those pictures on them. He is rather a seer, ac¬ 
cordingly, than a fashioner, and what he produces 
will be less a work than a effluence.0 
If it is the subjective poet that Browning reveres in 
Shelley, according to Browning's biographers, then 
Andrea's tragedy involves a willful failure to pursue 
his inner vision, which we assume he carried on 'the 
retina of his own eyes' briefly at Fontainebleau. 
Browning describes Andrea's artistic work at the 
court as a profusion, or in terms of his essay, an 
'effluence' in the manner of Shelley and Wordsworth.10 
Andrea fears life and its challenge, and at the same 
time he is attracted by its blandishments and corrupted by 
its values. The pitiful nature of his monologue is thus 
illustrated by the duality of self-assessment: "He 
9Ibid., pp. 524-525. 10 Ibid. 
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fluctuates between self-derogation and self-exculpation." 
Nevertheless, he carefully keeps the two halves of his mono¬ 
logue apart, reasoning on two separate levels to contrasting 
results. Andrea's aim is self-justification, but since he 
has not ordered his thinking, he cannot proceed straight¬ 
forwardly; instead, he muses inconclusively on one aspect 
and then another of his unpleasant experience. Actually, 
Andrea is afraid to pursue his speculations to a logical con- 
12 elusion, for he fears what he would find if he did. 
The poem begins and ends with a contrast, powerfully 
revealing the tension of Andrea's sick soul. The initial 
lines of the poem, "But do not let us quarrel anymore/No, my 
dear Lucrezia, bear with me for once," (11. 1-2) vitalize a 
contrast between his yearning for a true love and the reality 
of their shallow relationship. Andrea contrasts tonight's 
great weariness with his usual weariness. He assures us that 
he simply wants to hold her hand "as married people use—" 
(1. 16), a contrast between what truly married people do and 
what he and Lucrezia fail to do in their marriage. His soul 
writhes when he contemplates her perfect body and spiritual 
^-Crowell, A Reader's Guide to Robert Browning, p. 163. 
12 . 
Litzinger and Knickerbocker, The Browning Critics, 
p. 321. 
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desolation, because Lucrezia has proven to be incapable of 
loving and belonging to anyone, even Andrea. 
Lines 1-49 reveal the relationship between Andrea, 
Lucrezia and Andrea's art. We learn here that Andrea is 
completely domineered by Lucrezia, who does not love him. 
However, he tries to escape from conflict: 
But do not let us quarrel anymore, 
No, my dear Lucrezia, bear with me for once: 
Sit down and all shall happen as you wish. 
You turn your face, but does it bring your heart? 
(11. 1-4) 
Andrea knows that Lucrezia is a promiscuous woman, ("My 
face, my moon, my everybody's moon/Which everybody looks on 
and calls his" (11. 29-30)), but she still is very dear to 
him, both in his life and in his art. When she smiles, 
Andrea cries: "You smile? Why there's my picture ready made/ 
That's what we painters call our harmonyi" (11. 33-34). 
Nonetheless, Andrea's art and his love are, according to 
. . . . . 13 
critic Stephen C. Brennan, uninspiring and passionless: 
A common greyness silvers everything— 
All in a twilight, you and I alike 
—You, at the point of your first pride in me 
(That's gone you know), —but I, at every point; 
My youth, my hope, my art, being all toned down 
To yonder pleasant Fiesole. 
(11. 35-40) 
•^Stephen C. Brennan, "Andrea's Twilight Piece: 
Structure and Meaning in 'Andrea del Sarto,'" Studies in 
Browning and His Circle V (1977): 37. 
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Browning establishes a grey, lifeless and dismal mood 
for Fiesole. Evidently, Andrea is disheartened by his quar¬ 
reling with Lucrezia, but he seems not to suffer any emo¬ 
tional torment. The reason for his attitude is revealed in 
the following lines: 
Eh? the world seems to fall into a shape 
As if I saw alike my work and self 
And all that I was born to be and do, 
A twilight piece. 
(11.46-49) 
As an artist, "Andrea possesses the ability to pro¬ 
vide experience with coherent form." In essence, that is 
why he is called "the faultless painter." As he reminisces 
over his past and present life, he automatically arranges it 
into order. The rest of the poem represents Andrea's efforts 
to arrange the facts of his life into an aesthetically 
pleasing 'twilight-peace' which, in its final form, provides 
14 
Andrea with a satisfactory 'vision' of his own existence. 
The insistent contrast between the colors gold and 
gray also serves to reinforce the basic conflict of the poem. 
Gold is primarily used to describe the brief splendor of 
Andrea's stay in France. It is thus associated with kingship, 
greatness of soul, frankness and fire. (1. 160) Gray, as 
mentioned above, is associated with twilight, the dying of 
14 
Ibid., p. 38. 
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day, the "gray remainder of the evening," with autumn, the 
dying of the year, also with the "perfect" art of Andrea and 
the weary resignation of his spirit in the sunset of his 
, . - 15 life. 
Not only is the contrast between colors an essential 
element in the poem, but also Andrea's pride, which is con¬ 
trasted with the soul, that his paintings lack, but which 
lies at the bottom of his heart. He continually dreams of 
the great work he could perform if only Lucrezia would in¬ 
spire and support him. This leads to a further contrast 
between his technical perfection and the efforts of his 
rivals. His works rise toward the heaven of technical per¬ 
fection, but he does not. They are alive, but he is dead.^ 
Andrea begins to discuss his art by praising it. 
When he compares his work to that of the lesser artists, he 
concludes that "less is more" (1.78) . Andrea's judgment of 
his own ability, based on the theory of the imperfect, is 
therefore damning. He says of the lesser artists: 
There burns a truer light of God in them, 
In their vexed heating stuffed and stopped-up brain, 
Heart, or whate'er else, than goes on to prompt 
This low-pulsed forthright craftsman's hand of mine. 
15 Sydney Mendel, "Andrea del Sarto," Explicator XXII 
(May, 1964): item 77. 
16 Crowell, A Reader's Guide to Robert Browning, p. 164. 
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Their works drop groundward, but themselves, I know, 
Reach many a time a heaven that's shut to me, 
Enter and take their place there sure enough, 
Though they come back and cannot tell the world. 
My works are nearer heaven, but I sit here. 
(11. 79-87) 
Because Andrea's reach does not exceed his grasp, he will 
never be able to rise above himself, especially since he 
17 paints from and to himself. 
Andrea recognizes his fractured and imperfect spirit 
when he says it would have been profitless to know, to sigh: 
"Had I been two, another and myself,/Our head would have 
o'erlooked the world." (11. 102-103) 
His cry is one of a man yearning for the woman who 
might supply the missing half of his soul. Nonetheless, he 
realizes that it is useless to lament what might have been 
if Lucrezia had supported him. Andrea blames her for his 
failure as an artist. He says to her: "Had you enjoined them 
on me, given me soul,/We might have risen to Raphael, I and 
you I" (11. 118-119) He exclaims further when speaking of her 
perfect features: 
Had you, with these the same, but brought a mind! 
Some women do so. Had the mouth there urged 
"God and the glory I never care for gain. 
"The present by the future, what is that? 
"Live for fame, side by side with Agnolo I 
"Raphael is waiting: up to God, all three!" 
(11. 126-131) 
17 Brennan, "Andrea's Twilight Piece," p. 39. 
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These lines mark the failure of Andrea's first at¬ 
tempt at rationalization. He has now associated his possible 
achievements with the real achievements of his two great con¬ 
temporaries, Raphael and Michelangelo. With them in mind, 
Andrea immediately loses the confidence he once had: "I 
might have done it for you. So it seems :/Perhaps not." 
(11. 132-133) He has defeated his own proposition "that 
Lucrezia is at fault and, by implication, that man has no 
free will":'*'® 
Beside, incentives come from the soul's self; 
The rest avail not. Why do I need you? 
What wife had Raphael, or has Agnolo? 
(11. 134-136) 
Again, Andrea, who judged his own art harshly, has failed to 
construct a satisfactory rationale and therefore cannot 
blame anyone but himself. Evidently, then, he has to develop 
4- . 19 a new strategy. 
Yet Lucrezia resents his incriminating remarks, and, 
now frightened, Andrea utters words that form a contrast with 
his previous sentiment: "Nay, Love, You did all I asked, I 
think—/More than I merit, yes, by many times." (11. 120-121) 
Immediately after this contradiction, he qualifies it: 
But had you—oh, with the same perfect brow, 
And perfect eyes, and more than perfect mouth, ... 
18Ibid., p. 40. 19Ibid. 
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Had you, with these same, but brought a mind. 
(11. 122-126) 
In the word "perfect," used three times, the basic contra¬ 
diction of the poem is emphasized: all perfection attained 
is inevitably attended by counterbalanced imperfection. 
Browning believed that in life all perfection is denied. 
Since Andrea is called "the faultless painter," Browning 
felt that this was a sure indication of failure, for 
absolute attainment is stagnation and death of the soul. 
This idea aligns itself with the fact that when an artist 
becomes satisfied he and his work both are dead. 
The third section of the poem, beginning at the 
middle of line 137, opens with a key passage that marks 
Andrea's turning from an unsuccessful to a successful hand¬ 
ling of his failure: 
In this world, who can do a thing, will not; 
And who would do it, cannot, I perceive: 
Yet the will's somewhat—somewhat, too, the power— 
And thus we half-men struggle. At the end, 
God, I conclude, compensates, punishes. 
'Tis safer for me, if the reward be strict, 
That I am something underrated here, 
Poor this long while, despised, to speak the truth. 
(11. 137-144) 
In this section, Andrea looks at himself as being one of the 
"half-men" who strive toward a wholeness that includes both 
the will and the power: "Yet the will's somewhat—somewhat too 
the power." One important theme introduced here is that God 
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is a just God who "compensates and punishes." Thus, Andrea 
begins to think of his failures in art and love as the price 
he must pay in order to be better judged by God. He feels 
that he must suffer a life of degradation "if the reward be 
strict" and if God be really just. This degradation will 
balance the scales of a just God, a certainty which is indi¬ 
cated in the brief reference to the Paris lords, who some¬ 
times speak to him and often cause him pain. He cries: 
"Well may they speak!" (1. 149) The struggle to achieve the 
"will" and the "power" and to balance the scales of a just 
20 
God are now Andrea s chief interests. 
On the other hand, Andrea's golden days at Fontaine¬ 
bleau are painfully contrasted with the desolation of his 
life after Lucrezia grew "restless" and persuaded him to 
steal, cheat and destroy his talent. He contrasts the 
"frank French eyes" (1. 159), of the courtiers whom he be¬ 
trayed with his own condition: "And I'm the weak-eyed bat no 
sun should tempt/Out of the grange whose four walls make 
this world." (11. 168-170) Andrea prefers the calm security 
and the comforting shades of his "prison" to the brightness 
of the world. Lucrezia is a symbol of darkness which he 
chooses in preference to the world of his peers. He also 
20 Ibid., p. 41. 
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takes comfort in the dusk of the late afternoon within the 
four walls.^ 
...oft at nights 
When I look up from painting, eyes tired out, 
The walls become illumined, brick to brick 
Distinct, instead of mortar, fierce bright gold, 
That gold I did cement them with. 
(11. 215-218) 
Andrea realizes that an artist should break through the 
boundaries of here and now to participate in the limitlessness 
of eternity. Spiritually and artistically imprisoned, how¬ 
ever, he is unable to leave the four walls, a condition which 
22 
results in his being separated from his contemporaries: 
Their works drop groundward, but themselves 
I know, 
Reach many a heaven that's shut to me, 
Enter and take their place there sure enough, 
Though they come back and cannot tell the world. 
My works are nearer heaven, but I sit here. 
(11. 83-87) 
Andrea's life has declined to the silver years, and his art 
has turned to silver-grey. There is a constant progression 
towards death which results from the grasping of the perfect. 
Even Lucrezia is perfect—her eyes, ears, nose and mouth. 
But she has no mind. The perfect artist can paint the perfect 
model, and the result will be a faultless painting, but not 
21 • Litzmger and Knickerbocker, The Browning Critics, 
pp. 325-326. 
22 Ibid., p. 326. 
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even the superb craftsmanship of Andrea can give to his wife 
23 
the mind and soul which would create a great painting. 
Lines 137 to the middle of line 213 focus on 
Andrea's attempt to assert his artistic "power." His esti¬ 
mate of his art's worth is based on the fact that he is at 
least one of the "half-men." He feels better about himself 
when he reminisces concerning the time when he believes he 
had the "power." These thoughts of the Paris lords lead to 
pleasant thoughts of his days at the French court: 
That Francis, that first time, 
And that long festal year at Fontainebleau I 
I surely then could sometimes leave the ground. 
Put on the glory, Raphael's daily wear, 
In that humane great monarch's golden look,— 
(11. 149-153) 
These thoughts are interrupted by unpleasant ones when 
Andrea concedes that he deserted the Court for Lucrezia. 
However, he does not blame her, for now he associates her 
24 
with God's final compensation. 
...this face beyond, 
This is the background, waiting on my work, 
To crown the issue with a last reward I 
(11. 162-164) 
He admits that he was "the weak-eyed bat no sun should 
tempt" (1. 169) He views his desertion as a "triumph" 
23Whitla, The Central Truth, p. 62. 
O/ 
Brennan, "Andrea* s Twilight," p. 42. 
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(1. 173), for Lucrezia has made up for any pain he may have 
suffered. 
Andrea no longer "damns" his situation, and even 
refuses to admit that his present work is not comparable to 
the work of the greatest artists. He compares his concep¬ 
tion of the Virgin with Raphael's painting, but he does not 
recognize that Raphael's has more soul. For a while he 
continues his attempt to establish himself in his own mind 
as a man who has the power to do great work. Such reveries 
cause him to attempt to correct Raphael's Virgin, but he 
quickly realizes that he has overstepped his bounds: "Ay but 
the soul I he's Raphael I rub it out!" (1. 197) Brennan 
believes that Andrea is somewhat daunted by this realization, 
and further daunted by Lucrezia's indifferent attitude. 
Nevertheless, he does derive a sense of pride from these 
brief moments of joy, he still feels a certain sense of 
contentment. The "half-man" has realized that he can do 
25 something but will not. 
After these reveries and brief reflections upon God, 
Andrea reveals other concerns, such as those involving the 
Cousin and his debts. He feels guilty because of the past 
crimes he has committed, and expresses his guilt in these 
25 Ibid., p. 43. 
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lines : 
King Francis may forgive me: oft at nights 
When I look up from painting, eyes tired out, 
The walls become illumined, brick from brick 
Distinct, instead of mortar, fierce bright gold, 
That gold of his I did cement them with! 
(11. 214-218) 
Andrea admits to Lucrezia that he has committed these crimes, 
and tries to get consolation from her. However, the Cousin 
whistles, and Lucrezia is eager to leave. With so much 
taking place in Andrea's life, he begins to realize that 
"peace is attained only when the scales of God or man are 
26 
balanced." He begins to think of his previous life before 
he met Lucrezia, but admits that he cannot do without her. 
Only when he does things for her can he win her love. 
Brennan believes that: 
Andrea's conception of the true relationship 
between Lucrezia and his failure as an artist now 
undergoes a significant transformation. Previously 
he has viewed her as just compensation for his 
failure; he has willingly given all for love as 
long as he has believed there is love to be had. 
But now Andrea moves inevitably toward a realiza¬ 
tion of the true nature of his marriage.2^ 
Andrea acknowledges that his marriage is a failure, for he 
can offer Lucrezia only "thirteen scudi for the ruff" 
(1. 241) and he receives only smiles in return. The reali¬ 
zation that his marriage is a failure is revealed in these 
26 27 Ibid., p. 44. Ibid. 
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lines: "Love, does that please you? Ah, but what does he,/ 
The Cousin! what does he to please you more?" (11. 242-243) 
Andrea has finally reached a self-understanding that must 
destroy him inwardly. He ends his monologue with a quiet 
reserve: 
I am grown peaceful as old age to-night. 
I regret little, I would change still less. 
Since there my past life lies, why alter it? 
(11. 244-246) 
Once Andrea realizes that there is no solace in 
Lucrezia's love, he can only view her as an instrument of 
punishment. However, he is not upset by this punishment, 
for he views his situation as the means of settling his debt 
to God. Now that he has paid for his sin, he can look 
forward to the future. 
He envisions a future in heaven where he will have 
one more opportunity to compete with Raphael, Leonardo and 
Agnolo. However, he still cannot rid himself of Lucrezia, 
and therefore cannot see an afterlife without her. She is 
now viewed as necessary for his salvation. Thus, even in 
28 heaven will he fall short of his rivals. 
In an article entitled "The Eve and the Virgin," 
Roma King states that "Lucrezia's presence in the room, the 
28 Ibid., p. 47. 
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jaq ' saTaajoduiaquoo sgq Buoure uoTqeqndaa s.aaapuv oq aoua 
-aajjqpuT aaq 'qugad qaM qsugaBe qjgqs aaq jo daaMS ssaqaJ^o 
aqq 'qjt"q; aqq qou qnq aoeg aqq sBuqaq qaqq paaq aaq jo uanq 
L 9 
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them.'" (1. 29) Like Lippi, he has had the "epiphanic" 
vision of the redemptive work: more than Lippi, he has the 
genius to execute it. But this vision evokes in him only a 
sense of his lostness. Thus, Browning sees the vision and 
the facility of the artist as still being incomplete without 
31 
that will in which Andrea, unlike Lippi, is deficient. 
Andrea's whole monologue has been an expression of 
regret and defeat. Toward the end of the poem, his heart 
saddens more when Lucrezia leaves to visit her lover. 
Finally, Andrea accepts the doctrine of compensation: "If 
things do not go well in this world, things will be propor¬ 
tionately better in the next." Andrea has accepted failure, 
and all the prophecies of greatness which he experienced in 
youth and all his early craftsmanship cannot save his soul. 
He will never get his one more chance. He dismisses it when 
he chooses to wait until later for it. 
Browning's aesthetic philosophy thus emphasizes that 
man constantly reaches for the unattainable, which often 
causes him frustrations: "A man's reach should exceed his 
grasp/or what's a heaven for?" Andrea's entire monologue 
reminds us of just how morally passive he has become. 
31 L. Robert Stevens, "Aestheticism m Browning's Early 
Renaissance Monologues," Victorian Poetry III (1965): 24. 
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Andrea has always been more interested in grasping than in 
reaching. He realizes that he has betrayed his responsi¬ 
bilities as an artist, just as he recognizes and condones 
his wife's infidelities. He remains a self-contained, 
rather than a projecting and impassioned creator moved by 
32 
sympathy. He is fully aware of his lack of feeling: 
I, painting from myself and to myself 
Know what I do, am unmoved by men's blame 
Or their praise either. 
(11. 90-92) 
Through his own free choice Andrea pays his fancy, and 
therein lies the tragedy: an expense of imaginative spirit 
in a waste of shame, the issue being a mediocre, faultless 
33 
art. By this time, Browning has publicly testified that 
art without an ethical base is insufficient to provide a 
center for life. He has suggested further that such a base 
must entail a stringent self-discipline and a firm moral 
will, which are things independent of art. 




FRA LIPPO LIPPI'S DEFENSE OF REALISM 
IN ART 
"Fra Lippo Lippi" represents the Browning concept of 
an artist caught in the "universal readjustment between in¬ 
novation and tradition." Lippi is a High (sixteenth-century) 
Renaissance artist painting in the late medieval framework 
of the Church. It is no idle gesture that Browning places 
his artist in Renaissance Italy. Here it was "certainly the 
tendency to regard the artist as a sovreign genius, rather 
than as a devoted craftsman." Plato's concept of genius—the 
spirit entering into the poet that causes him to compose in 
a "divine frenzy—had been broadened...to include...the 
painter."''' The artist of this period lived for art and his 
inspiration enabled him to exist. The medieval concept of 
art, however, and indeed the medieval view of life, were 
based on the didactic, authoritarian teaching of the Church 
'l'H. W. Jansen, History of Art (New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, Incorporated, 1969), p. 348. 
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that this life on earth should be sublimated in favor of the 
next life in heaven. Although the Church preferred classi¬ 
cal sources for painting and sculpture in the late-medieval 
period, it objected to sensuous nudity and insisted on moral 
significance for the physical manifestation of life in art. 
"Medieval nudes are devoid of that sensuous appeal which we 
2 
take for granted in every nude of classical antiquity." 
Where the late medievals practiced the doctrine of con- 
temptus mundi, the Renaissance men sought "a new drama and 
a new rhetoric to engage the emotions of the beholder, 
3 
whether sanctioned or not by classical precedent." 
"Fra Lippo Lippi" opens as the monk exits from a 
house of ill-repute into the arms of the Florentine Guard. 
Lippi's dramatic monologue is a justification of his life, 
his art and his artistic compromise. These three phenomenons 
will be discussed in this chapter. Lippi's monologue is a 
"frank and honest self-appraisal," "an attempt to set things 
straight" (1. 44) with a sympathetic listener who Lippi 
thinks can judge his life and art better than the Church can. 
As Lippi talks, his aesthetic views of art and life become 
Orphaned young, Lippi struggled for his existence 
^Ibid., p. 312. ^Ibid., p. 348. 
lucid. 
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until, at the age of eight, he was taken into the monastery 
4 
and interviewed by "the good fat father." Tempted by 
"...the good bellyful/the warm serge and the rope that goes 
all round/And day long blessed idleness beside" (11. 103 — 105), 
Lippi renounced the world and all its alluring facilities at 
the age of eight. Laurence Perrine believes that when Lippi 
"renounced the world, its pride and greed,/Palace, farm, 
villa, shop, and banking-house,/Trash, such as these poor 
devils of Medici/Have given their hearts to" (11. 98-100), 
he did so—"all at eight years old"—because he was starv- 
5 
ing. The word "trash" is used here by Lippi ironically. 
The world is not trash to him. Indeed he never made a 
voluntary, adult, responsible decision to renounce the 
6 
world. 
The series of contrasts between the natural develop¬ 
ment of an individual and the unnatural coercion used to mold 
Lippi by the Church is strongly implied by Lippi's descrip¬ 
tion of his early environment. The Prior initially tried 
The good fat father, as described by Lippi, is 
reminiscent of the Monk in Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury 
Tales. 
^Laurence Perrine and Edwin M. Everett, "Browning's 
'Fra Lippo Lippi,'" in Explicator, XVI (October, 1957), item 18. 
6Ibid. 
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Lippi at many tasks in order to depersonalize him into a 
Christian mold, just as later he attempted to sterotype 
Lippi's art in the medieval fashion. The Prior never com¬ 
pletely succeeded in subduing the monk's sensuous tastes, 
nor was he able to inhibit Lippi's artistic inspiration, for 
Lippi was a consummate realist. 
Lippi voices Browning's own ideas on the nature of 
art. He is a prime example of the "whole artist" whose 
function, as stated in the "Essay on Shelley," is: 
To behold with an understanding keeness the universe, 
nature and man, in their actual state of perfection 
in imperfection...His purpose in painting is not to 
glorify the flesh, but to employ it as a means 
through which he can more easily perceive the soul... 
By dealing with the actual, art does not limit man's 
vision; rather it allows him to perceive beauty of 
which he had been hitherto unaware, to see the mean¬ 
ing in the commonplaceJ 
However, Lippi is ruled by superiors who have, in their de¬ 
votion to certain spiritual values, forgotten that man is a 
creature of flesh and blood as well as an immortal soul. 
Lippi follows his natural inclination and paints with 
such realistic accuracy that his fellow monks are able to 
identify in his first painting certain individuals from the 
church congregation. For Lippi realism means "the primacy of 
7 
T. J. Collins, Browning's Moral-Aesthetic Theory, 
1833-1855 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967), 
pp. 143-144. 
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the physical world, in which the artist can discover all the 
g 
truth that is necessary for him to know." The Prior is not 
pleased, however, because he believes that the purpose of 
art is to offer spiritual inspiration, not to glorify the 
body: 
it's devil's game! 
Your business is not to catch men with show, 
With homage to the perishable clay, 
But lift them over it, ignore it all, 
Make them forget there's such a thing as flesh, 
Your business is to paint the souls of men. 
(11. 178-183) 
However, despite the conviction of what art must do, 
the Prior is not so certain how one goes about depicting 
such "absolute vision" as man's soul: 
Man's soul, and it's a fire, smoke...no it's not... 
It's vapour done up like a new-born babe— 
(In that shape when you die it leaves your mouth) 
It's...well, what matters talking, it's the soul. 
(11. 184-187) 
Lippi instinctively knows that the Prior's view of 
art is invalid. His purpose in painting is to "glorify the 
flesh, and employ it as a means through which man can more 
easily perceive soul." Browning believed that the "raw 
material" of art is "the starting point" which can lead to 
0 
Richard Benvenuto, "Lippo and Andrea: The Pro and 
the Contra of Browning's Realism," in Studies in English 
Literature XIII (1973): 647. 
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9 
greater "spiritual comprehension": 
Why can't a painter lift each foot in turn, 
Left foot and right foot, go a double-step, 
Make his flesh liker and his soul more like, 
Both in their order? 
(11. 213-214) 
To justify this concept, the realistic Lippi places 
his theory of art in a Christian context. He believes only 
what he has been taught, that flesh is good: 
For me, I think I speak as I was taught— 
I always see the Garden and God there 
A-making man's wife—and, my lesson learned, 
The value and significance of flesh, 
I can't unlearn ten minutes afterward. 
(11. 265-269) 
However, Lippi is not allowed to explore the implications of 
his artistic "epiphanic vision." He is not even permitted 
to test his observations or to explore the meaning of his 
adventures. He is not like Pictor Ignotus, who was content 
with his life in the cloisters, for Lippi, like Browning, 
believes that there is more to life than mere participation 
in it. Furthermore, the artist must submit life to honest 
scrutiny in his work. It is the Church's prohibition of 
such scrutiny that causes Lippi's frustration at the double 
life he leads 
^Collins, Browning's Moral-Aesthetic Theory, p. 143. 
l^L. Robert Stevens, "Aestheticism in Browning's Early 
Renaissance Monologues," in Victorian Poetry III (1965): 23. 
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All I want's the thing 
Settled forever one way: as it is, 
You tell too many lies and hurt yourself. 
(11. 256-258) 
In other words, the pictures he paints are not honest esti¬ 
mates of his experiences. They are lies, and they hurt him. 
Nevertheless, as Lippi talks he sees some hope for 
his perplexing situation: 
It's natural a poor monk out of bounds 
Should have his apt word to excuse himself: 
And harken how I plot to make amends. 
(11. 341-343) 
L. Robert Stevens seems to think that Lippi is apologizing 
for his wild night out. He believes that the entire mono¬ 
logue is on one level an apology to the Guard and, at 
another level, to himself. He writes: 
He is making amends, not for his sex-life, but for 
the erstwhile lie of his art. He will be redeemed 
by painting the saints demanded of him—Mary, John, 
Ambrose, Lucy; but he will put himself in the midst 
of them and there attest that the one most life-like 
image in the picture is...the creator of them all, 
and so his art becomes god-like in its aims. The 
picture will portray his acceptance by the community 
of saints, hence it will show his justification.il 
When Lippi's first work was completed, (a realistic 
painting of monks, sinners and children) the Prior exclaimed 
that it was : 
11 Ibid. 
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Quite from the mark of painting, bless us all! 
Faces, arms, legs and bodies like the true 
...it's a devil's game. 
(11. 176-178) 
The Prior insisted that painting should not depict real life; 
rather, it should uplift men's minds. He demanded that 
Lippi paint souls, not men, although the Prior himself could 
not define the soul. Here, as throughout the poem, the 
medieval concept of this life as evil is stressed. The 
medievals believed, further, that this reality must be deni¬ 
grated to insure salvation in heaven. The Prior, a pompous, 
presumptuous fool, refused to recognize Lippi's artistic 
potential and his inspiration breathed into him from God. 
Lippi objects to the Prior's "insistence upon an art 
that neglects the flesh in order to stimulate the people to 
prayer." "Why, for this," Lippi asks, "What need of art at 
all?" (11. 319-320) The Prior's didacticism would "reduce 
the artist to a signmaker," whereas Lippi is a strong 
believer in "art being symbolic and commanding respect for 
12 its particulars and for its ultimate meaning." 
Enraged by thoughts of the didactic Prior, Lippi 
proceeds to refute the medieval concept of art for the 
I O 
Benevenuto, "Lippo and Andrea: The Pro and the 
Contra of Browning's Realism," in Studies in English Litera¬ 
ture, p. 650. 
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benefit of the Guard. As Lippi speaks, the conflict between 
the two schools of thought becomes lucid. Lippi exclaims: 
Now is this sense I ask? 
A fine way to paint soul, by painting body 
So ill, the eye can't stop there, must go further 
And can't fare worse 1 
(11. 198-201) 
Lippi would like his paintings to illustrate the primary 
human emotions such as "sorrow, hope, fear and joy," for 
these emotions give accurate representations of realistic 
beauty, and through these we may glimpse the soul of man. 
Lippi, who has a frank love of the world and its pleasures 
and a warm and impulsive nature, merely wants to paint what 
God has created, for he states: "If you get a simple beauty 
and naught else:/You get about the best thing God invents." 
(11. 217-218) 
None of this mattered to the Prior, however; he 
instructed Lippi to "rub it out" and paint it over. Lippi's 
first compromise of his artistic ability was foisted upon him. 
Angrily, he exclaims: 
So, I swallow my rage, 
Clench my teeth, suck my lips in tight, and paint 
To please them—sometimes do and sometimes don't... 
(11. 242-244) 
Having had his individual style held in check, Lippi refuses 
to accept the compromise unqualifiedly, although he has 
resigned himself to being less than great. Rationalizing his 
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extracurricular activities, Lippi maintains that his artistic 
frustration needs expression and compensation, if not in art, 
then in some other area of life. He compares himself to a 
miller's horse forced to tread interminably in circles 
through many years. 
Professor Roma A. King, Jr. believes that the poem 
moves "from sensuality to idealism to compromise." He ob¬ 
serves that at the beginning of the poem Lippi is caught 
"between the street where 1 sportive ladies leave their doors 
ajar' and his monastic lodging," both of which are symbolic: 
The street and monastery represent apparently contra¬ 
dictory forces, both religious and artistic, which 
Lippo is challenged to reconcile. They pose a tension 
between beauty and animal passion, on the one hand, 
and self-abnegation and spiritual discipline on the 
other. . .-*-3 
Professor King gives a further interpretation of 
Lippi's "artistic and moral apology": 
He asserts that all life is good, and that each part of 
it can lead to a fuller realization of God. He accepts 
it all—flesh and spirit—and in protest against the 
monastic dichotomy insists that man achieves his highest 
development through a process of inclination...which 
dedicates both body and soul to the best of which they 
are capable. 
-*-^Roma Alvah King, Jr., The Bow and the Lyre: The Art 
of Robert Browning (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan 
Press, 1964), reprinted in J. L. Kendall, "Lippo's Vision," 
in Victorian Newsletter, No. 18 (Fall, 1960): 18. 
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His artistic concepts develop naturally from his inter¬ 
pretation of life. Nature reveals God when it is 
interpreted and ordered by a creative mind. Thus, the 
artist converts nature into humanly significant forms, 
discovering God in the process...The end of art is 
understanding and sympathy...To Lippo a proper appre¬ 
ciation of nature is a sacrament in a way that contra¬ 
dicts a great deal of Medieval teaching.I4 
Similarly, Lippi's artistic concepts focus on three 
aspects of art: the end or purpose of art, the means of 
achieving that end and the kind of background that prepares 
an artist to recognize the true end that develops in him the 
15 "epiphanic vision" needed to employ the means: 
...We're made so that we love 
First when we see them painted, things we have passed 
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see; 
And so they are better, painted—better to us, 
Which is the same thing. 
(11. 300-304) 
Paul A. Makurath notes that the word "things" in 
1.301 refers specifically to "the figures of man, woman, 
child," (1. 289) not to inanimate objects, which are of 
secondary importance as subjects of representation. Lippi 
believes that art should enable men to appreciate common life 
and ordinary humanity, for art is meant to make men notice 
14Ibid. 
•*-^Paul A. Makurath, "Fra Lippo Lippi's Theory of Art," 
in Studies in Browning and His Circle IV (1976): 96. 
16 Ibid. 
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and appreciate other men. Thus, after defining art's 
purpose Lippi asks the Guard: "Have you noticed, now,/Your 
cullion's hanging face? A bit of chalk,/And trust me but you 
should, though I" (11. 306-308) 
However, Lippi realizes that art has another func¬ 
tion, as he exclaims: "How much more would you notice,/if I 
drew higher things with the same truth 1" (11. 308-309) These 
"higher things" are evidently religious subjects. By paint¬ 
ing them with fidelity Lippi knows that he can make men 
aware of the precepts of Christianity. Nevertheless, he 
believes that awareness is not the purpose of art. He 
cries: "Were I to take the Prior's pulpit-place,/interpret God 
to all of you I" (11. 310-311) Art's purpose is not to teach 
religion. The Church and Cosimo de Medici are "restraining 
the legitimate aim of art" by forcing Lippi to paint reli¬ 
gious subjects. Thus, Lippi is not allowed to choose subjects 
for his painting that would permit him to realize the specific 
17 aim of art. 
Other critics of "Fra Lippo Lippi" have noted that 
Lippi's philosophy of the purpose of art is based on two 
related passages from the poem: "This world's no blot for us,/ 
17 
Stevens, "Aestheticism in Browning's Early Renais¬ 
sance," p. 22. 
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Nor blank," (11. 313-314) and the flesh is something of 
"value and significance." First, the flesh and beauties of 
the world are valuable to Lippi because they are aesthetically 
and sensuously pleasing. Second, they are valuable because 
God made them. Thus, Lippi combines the idea of the value 
and significance of flesh with the image of "the Garden and 
God there/A-making man's wife." (11. 266-267) 
Lippi is justified in drawing "homage to the perish¬ 
able clay" because God created it. "He is implicit in his 
18 
effusions about the world": 
...you've seen the world 
—The beauty and the wonder and the power, 
The shapes of things, their colors, lights and 
shades, 
Changes, surprises,—and God made it all 1 
(11. 282-285) 
As W. David Shaw points out, Lippi "refuses to see the world 
. 19 simply as the expression of a spiritual state." "The world 
and life's too big to pass for a dream." (1. 251) Makurath 
states further that: 
The world is valuable to Lippi not only because God 
created it, but also because it is a revelation, it 
has some kind of spiritual significance...For Lippi, 
God is saying something to us through the world. 
I O 
°Makurath, "Fra Lippo Lippi's Theory of Art," p. 100. 
19 W. David Shaw, "Character and Philosophy in 'Fra 
Lippo Lippi,'" in Victorian Poetry II (1964), reprinted in 
Paul A. Makurath, "Fra Lippo Lippi's Theory of Art," p. 100. 
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But when he adds, 'To find meaning is my meat and 
drink' (1. 315), he evidently refers to an ongoing 
quest to discover the world's precise spiritual 
significance.20 
A final reason why Lippi prizes the flesh and the 
things of the world is that they make men realize that they 
should thank God. This is an accomplishment of art itself. 
Above all, revering the flesh allows us to perceive 
the soul more adequately. Lippi believes that we only see 
the soul in the flesh when it is depicted fully and realis¬ 
tically in art. The Prior's request that Lippi represent in 
his painting "no more body than shows soul" is meaningless 
to him. Lippi and the Prior, inevitably, have totally dif¬ 
ferent ideas on the soul. Lippi refuses to think of the 
soul in theological terms. Instead, he sees it as a require 
• • • . 21 ment of the moral or spiritual dimension of an individual. 
. . .to know who will fling 
The bit of half-stripped grape-bunch he desires, 
And who will curse or kick him for his pains,— 
Which gentleman processional and fine, 
Holding a candle to the Sacrament, 
Will wink and let him lift a plate and catch 
The droppings of the wax to sell again, 
Or holla for the Eight and have him whipped,— 
How say I?—nay, which dog bites, which lets drop 
His bone... 
(11. 114-123) 
20 Makurath, "Fra Lippo Lippi's Theory of Art," p. 100 
21Ibid. 
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Attempting to reconcile his life with his desires, 
Lippi admits the difficulty in quelling the "flesh and 
blood" in favor of the "spirit." He resents the fact that 
as an artist he can conceive and vitalize pictures out of 
his artistic inspiration, while as a monk he must ignore 
this study. Lippi only wants to live and paint according to 
the Browning philosophy of art, i.e., to produce inspired, 
insightful painting which edifies the human mind. Through¬ 
out the rest of the poem, Lippi continues to protest against 
the folly and dishonesty of men like the Prior, for they 
have never lived. Lippi knows that life is greater than 
either art or religion, for it embraces both. Lippi is about 
as honest as it is possible for a man to be, and he is making 
a plea for honesty in others. Like the Renaissance Platonist 
philosopher Marsilio Ficino, Lippi believes that: 
...The life of the universe, including that of man is 
linked to God by a spiritual circuit ascending and 
descending, so that all revelation (and art),...is 
one. Similarly,...that beauty, love and beatitude, 
being of the same circuit, are one.^ 
Unfortunately, such a view of life and art is unalterably op¬ 
posed to the philosophy of medieval scholasticism; hence, 
Lippi's accomplishments are never acclaimed. Lippi espouses 
this philosophy throughout the latter half of the poem, 
22 Ibid. 
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suggesting that all God's creations are good if God is good. 
He maintains that art is made to help people see the reality 
of their lives, which may be ignored in a day-to-day exis¬ 
tence. "Art was given for that;/God uses us to help each 
other so." Angrily, he denounces the system which allows the 
Prior to interpret God in the pulpit with words while he 
(Lippi) is allowed no interpretation whatever. Blaming the 
medieval concept of art, Lippi realizes that its purpose is 
the didactic, authoritarian insurance of a rigid, cyclical 
socialization process which inculcates a fanatical belief in 
Christian principles. In a spirit of resignation, Lippi con¬ 
cludes the poem. Appearing in the guise of a monk, he will 
continue to paint beatific apparitions rather than realistic, 
spontaneous individuals. As if to recall the imagery in 
"Andrea del Sarto," Lippi observes: "There's the grey begin¬ 
nings." Calling attention to the beginning of a new day which 
he must endure, Lippi denounces the compromise of his art for 
the Prior's pleasure. 
Like "Pictor Ignotus" and "Andrea del Sarto," "Fra 
Lippo Lippi" concerns an artistic compromise. Unlike the 
other two, however, Fra Lippo Lippi would like to escape his 
impotentia; further, the tone, imagery and narrative sequence 
in "Fra Lippo Lippi" are lighter and less tragically dramatic 
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than in the other art poems. Throughout the poem, a light¬ 
hearted ballad is sung sporadically. Snatches of this 
melodious tune stimulate and enhance Lippi's sensuosity. 
Browning, who never clearly disapproves of any artist and in¬ 
stead lets the artist abhor himself for succumbing to com¬ 
promise, allows Lippi to enjoy his life as a partial 
compensation for the forced compromise of his art. Lippi 
realizes his tragic flaw of "loving life," but sees this as 
a source of artistic inspiration, should he be set free. 
Lippi is not as guilty as many, though he must undergo the 
same punishment as the others, for his compromise was foisted 
upon him. If Lippi were freed from the shackles of his vows 
and still neglected his art, he too would be relentlessly 
damned for a willing compromise of his art. 
In conclusion, for Browning and Lippi "the artist 
becomes a communicator who must apprehend the significance 
23 
of reality." He cannot depict soul alone: he must orient 
his "epiphanic vision" to a sphere that allows him to 
recognize the limitations of his own capabilities and those 
of his fellow-man. Fra Lippo Lippi fulfills Browning's 
aesthetic view of art because his work achieves all those 
qualities that Browning believed good art possessed. Not 
23 W. David Shaw, "Character and Philosophy," p. 127. 
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only does his art achieve meaning through the fusion of the 
flesh and the spirit, but also through the fusion of the 
real and the ideal. 
CONCLUSION 
A thorough examination of Robert Browning's major 
poems on art, "Old Pictures in Florence," "Pictor Ignotus," 
"Andrea del Sarto" and "Fra Lippo Lippi" has revealed his 
deep interest in the artists of Renaissance Italy. This 
interest helped to shape his response to the problem of the 
meaning and value in art. These artists possessed that 
special "epiphanic" vision or "imaginative insight" that 
Browning believed all artists needed in order to achieve 
real meaning in their work. The artist in "Old Pictures in 
Florence," who is Browning himself, demonstrates at length 
his dedication to this principle. 
In "Old Pictures in Florence" Browning emphasizes 
the dedication of the Florentine painters whose art and 
ideals strived for perfection and "quickened new faith in 
the infinite power of the soul and its endowment of eternal 
progress."'*' These musings over the early painters led 
■*"Frank Walters, Studies in Some of Robert Browning's 
Poems (New York: Haskell House Publishers, 1972), p. 119. 
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Browning to the conclusion that perfection is best. 
Unfortunately, however, Pictor Ignotus and Andrea 
del Sarto are illustrative examples of the unfulfilled 
artist. Though a perfect craftsman, Ignotus fails because 
he chooses to leave his individualized passions for the 
coming generations. The life he has chosen is a dreary and 
monotonous one, and it is not the world of his dreams. He 
realizes, in addition, that he could have rivaled "that 
youth ye praise so," but he did not exercise his potential 
both because he feared becoming too famous and because he 
feared unfriendly criticism. Therefore his art is doomed to 
a sterile life. His choice signifies death not only for his 
pictures, but also for himself, both as an artist and as a 
man. 
Likewise, Andrea del Sarto, "the Faultless Painter," 
fails because he is completely devoted to his promiscuous 
wife Lucrezia, who is a negative source of inspiration. He 
has lied and cheated to please her, and in the process has 
neglected his art. Nevertheless, Andrea does not really 
blame Lucrezia for his failure as an artist. In essence, 
she is a symbol of darkness which Andrea chooses in prefer¬ 
ence to the world of his peers. He realizes, further, that 
there is no solace in her love, and views her solely as an 
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instrument of punishment. Once he pays for his sin, though, 
he, like Pictor Ignotus, can look forward to a future in 
heaven, where he can once again compete with his rivals. 
On the other hand, Fra Lippo Lippi fulfills Brown¬ 
ing's aesthetic view of art because his work achieved all 
those qualities that Browning believed good art possessed. 
That is, his work achieved meaning through the fusion of the 
flesh and the spirit and through the fusion of the real and 
the ideal. Inevitably Lippi has been coerced into painting 
in the formulaic medieval style, rather than the more inspired 
Renaissance style which comes naturally to him, for the 
didactic Prior preferred that Lippi paint religious subjects 
rather than real-life ones. 
Like Browning, Lippi loved life and had a zest for 
it. The artistic and esthetic philosophy which Browning 
expresses in the poem is much more Browning's than Lippi's, 
and is fully expressed in the poet's own person in "Old 
Pictures in Florence." 
In conclusion, Browning exalts Lippi's dedication to 
art, and he indirectly deprecates Andrea del Sarto and 
Pictor Ignotus for their desecration of their artistic 
ability. Browning is plagued by the thought that the artist, 
who, because of his special talent and "epiphanic" vision, 
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should be superior to other men, will succumb to worldly 
temptations or be forced by a didactic authority to waste 
his God-given talent. Yet, he invariably permits them to 
reveal their weaknesses, their frustrations and even their 
evil through their own speeches and their own authentic mind¬ 
set, including self-deception and self-protection. 
The major thrust of Browning's belief in the pro¬ 
phetic, seer-like potential of the artist leaves no room for 
this impotentia, which would cause the artist to betray him¬ 
self; through himself he would betray his God, his audience 
and his art. Browning's major art poems contain characters 
in conflict as a result of, or on the verge of, impotentia. 
The cause of conflict in these poems varies, but it generally 
concerns a compromise which the artist has either made with¬ 
in himself or had foisted on him. Of course, compromise 
results ultimately in a stunting of the artist's growth 
potential. The artist, if obedient to "his gift of talent" 
for making the "aggregate human mind" see more clearly, will 
not allow his art to be domineered, he will not allow his 
talent to be sold; he will maintain a standard of moral, 
spiritual and technical excellence able to bear the closest 
scrutiny. It follows, logically, then, that the artistic 
standard of compromise is precisely what Browning protests, 
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indeed condemns. The artists in these art poems are caught 
in a turmoil of conflicting forces. These artists "seek to 
reconcile these forces...in the universal attempt at read¬ 
justment, between society and the individual, or between 
tradition and innovation, and it appears in the spirit of 
„2 compromise. 
Thus, Browning's views on the value of art, though 
many-faceted, are clear and distinct. The artist, at any 
cost to himself, must allow his artistic potential to develop 
until it becomes an actuality. The artist must be totally 
dedicated and strive for perfection, for only in the fulfill¬ 
ment of his potential will the artist be truly happy. The 
artist must open himself to divine inspiration, and must al¬ 
ways attempt to achieve the highest standards possible. The 
audience (the aggregate human mind) must open itself to the 
humanizing values of art. The artist has a greater gift than 
most—that is his "epiphanic" vision, and it is his inherent 
duty to see, because others are blind. To God the artist 
must dedicate his work; thence comes artistic inspiration. 
In the chain of being the artist is closest to God, and he 
must carry His message to the world. In other words, the 
2 
Charles Harrold and William Templeton, ed., English 
Prose of the Victorian Era (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1972), Introductory Survey, p. xv. 
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artist must incessantly be achieving. He must persevere 
through all strife to insure the idealism of his sacred task. 
His dedication to his principles of human endeavor must be 
absolute. It is the artist's responsibility to achieve a 
production as close to perfection as possible. As Browning 
himself states: 
Ah, but a man's reach should 
exceed his grasp, 
Or what's a heaven for? 
(11. 97-98) 
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